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SUrban Health Delivery Systems (263-0065) SD/ar

The stated project purpose is "to make the existing urban health care delivery system
more accessible and effective so that it better supports efforts at health improvement in
the project area and could form the basis for Cairo-wide and other urban area replications."

AIDUOZATION.OPT! NA U. LOP FlMIN6 Ml I PC I U SI OW _l__

111/78 $37.3 million 83-1 November, 1982 3 .mw C3 (4ecfy)

Beily aldwin John Wiles,
t5AID/Cairo--DPPE/ Robert Rucker, DPPE/PMD k Te-li
November 21, 1982

This evaluation was performed by three AID direct hire and one AID IPA personnel with the
assistance of one Egptian consultant. Roughly the first four. years of project implementa-
tion (out of an estimated eight years for project completion) are covered by this report.
The tern's- findings indicate that implementation has been slow to date, and primarily has
focused on the physical construction and renovation components of the project to the detri-
ment of some of the project's more important aspects, especially improvement of both the
quality and quantity of health care services to be performed in the renovated and constructec
health centers. Given that the project's explicitly stated purpose is to make health care
delivery more effective and accessible to urban populations, the slowness of project
activity in planning for and implementing improved health care services leads the team to
conclude that full achievement of this purpose is unlikely in the remaining life of the
project.

The team explains the reason for this in large part as an overly ambitious and complicated
project design. The original design was only made more ambitious and complicated and less
likely to succeed with the addition of two subsequent project amendments that expanded geo-
graphical coverage and added new components and money to an already overburdened design.
Design problems arose at least in part from the different objectives desired by the GOE/4CH
and USAID; a "compromise" project led to too many project conponents and an unrealistically
tight sequencing of anticipated events.

The initial design led inevitably to other problems in ilementation, e.g:, skewed focus
on project physical components (versus service components), over-centralization of project
mnagement within a special project office adjunct to the regular MOH hierarchy, and lack
of institutionalization within the OHJ project staff af new management, planning and design
assistance offered. These problems notwithstanding, the team offers a number of recommenda-
tions to achieve maximum benefits frum the project in its remaining life. Their argument
is that, while the stated purpose probably will not be achieved before the project's end,
the pw et i too far along at this sta-e simply to terminate it without losing more that
could be gained by making a few of the recommended changes, inclu ing reorganization within
the project. The quite detailed recommendations seem to cover all aspects of thetproject,
yet also seem to look at the project as a whole in an effort to make the best of the current
situation. The primary recommendations for the overall project are: (1) to move or reor- '
ganize renovation/construction inplemntation responsibility away from the project staff (MDH)
so that other conponents of the project can receive adequate attention and (2) to increase
the involvement of the MOH staff in the project's management, design, planning and implemen-
tation so that they can learn from the project's reoriented experiences.

lessons earned -- Initial project design should be uncomplicated, realistic and implementabl,
1id on a mutually agreed tpon and understood need and strategy between the USAID and the

Nte: An implict conclusion of the tamr, agreed to by the Mission, is that this project hs as
' %idds .gwda," i e 'risibility," dich is being met. This is obviously a political and
pt adml oi' iv, but .pth.less o of otentialb enefit toAID work.in Fit.
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Comments on the Special Evalution
Report on the Urban Health Project

Office of Health
USAID/Ca iro

A Special Evaluation of the Urban Health Delivery Systems Project wasconducted between August 18 and September 24, 1982. The following is
a summary of the Team's findings:

1. The Ministry of Health (NCR) and the UHDP Executive Director
have been preoccupied with the management of construction and
renovation of health facilities and have not been able to focus
sufficient professional attention to the more important priority
of development of effe.vely and efficiently delivered urban
health services. The evaluation team felt that if the executive
professional staff of the project could be assured that the
desired construction and renovation will be completed, and that
equipuent will be received without undue delays, then it should be
possible to focus their ef forts on the improvements in health
services whidch is the stated purpose of the project. Achieving
such *improvements, however, will be a much more complicated
undertaking than the construction/renovation/equipment aspectm of
the project and is substantially more difficult. The complexity
of the effort required is reflected in the coplexity and detail
of the evaluation team's recommendations regarding service
improvements.

2. It is likely that the facilities can be completed by the
scheduled end of the project in November 1986 if a few basic
changes are made in the project's management of construction
activities.

3. Had speed of impact and high visibility been less major
considerations in project design, health benefit considerations
would have indicated greater emphasis on basic improvements in the
inadequate health services provided by the MOH, rather than on the
facilities themselves.

4. In summary, the ".valuation Team felt that the Project should
continue since success in construction, renovation, and equipment
is both possible and likely, and that "some" success can be
attained in improving health services.

The Evaluation team pointed out that "...it appears unlikely that the
Project will make any major contributions to the goal of improving
health status even to the target populations [2,500,000 women and
children in Cairo and Alexndria). It also appears unlikely that it,will imrove the types, quantities, quality and public acceptance of

MOH services provided by the MOH, even in the new or renovated
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facilities which will have consumed most of the Project's resources."HRDC/H is not aggreement with these findings, since we feel that theNCR can make an impact on health services through the Project and, inturn, ultimately on the health status of the target populations. Weaccept the fact, however, that the Project must be restructured inordex to make a more significant impact than now possible in thetarget areas (i.e. making sure that project inputs are being used tothe maximum benefit of the Project). This was one of the majorreasons that the evaluation was requested by this office.

A series of meetings have been held by HUDC/H with other staff officesin order to consider the options available to us. These have rangedfrom the immediate termination of the Project to continuing businessas usual. Termination of the Project was not considered practical.In view of the evaluation finidings, it was also not consideredpretical to continue the Project as originally designed.

The following issues are critical to project success, The ProjectExecutive -Director and HRDC/H officers are currently negotiating theresolution of these issues.
5f 1. Alli ating problems that are hindering the completion of the

renovations of the WH centers.

2. Improving the management of construction.

3. Reorganizing the project office (in view of the proposed changeson the construction/renovation side of the project) to rearrangepresent personnel and units to assure a better focus andcoodination within the project office for improving healthservices. This would include new authority for project unitdirectors in-line with their responsJilitjes. Also, officialcounterpart relationships between UHDSP unit staff andGovernorate/Zone personnel need to be establised, perhaps byMinisterial Decree, so that the implementors of project activitiesare more directly involved i i affecting the changes andimprovements developed by the project staff.

4. Considering the use of other interventions in the service areasuch as childhood izmunizations, oral rehydration and family
planning.

5. Refining in-country training so that it produces demonstratedcompetence of workers. Evaluatiuon of training and its effect onperfora ane is of prime importance.

There are other recomendations in the evaluati~on report that weconsider important, but which we do not see as"%ritical as the above.These will also be discussed with the project staff. These are:

1. Officially assigning counterpart(s) to the WHS EquipmentSpecialist so that the counterpart and his staff can becomefamiliar with U.S. procurement procedures before the departure of
the ftuipment Specialist. I
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2. Develcping and using more project planning, tracking and
management tools (perhaps using VHS consultants).

3. Develcping and implementing a plan for collecting user fees
("econmaic clinics") in the GtEC's and also the MCH centers so that
these facilities can become more self-sqpporting in the future.

4. Opening the Tora Pilot Center as soon as possible so that the
testing of interventions can begin. Also, testing of interventions
in renovated MCH centers as they reopen should be considered,
rather then waiting for results from the Tora experiment.

5. Gearing incentivs to perfomance both at the project level and
at the implemntation level (i.e. the Govornorate/Zone staff and
clinic personnel). Funding for incentives is restricted; however,
perhaps funds generated from "economic clinics" can be set aside
for paying incentives to more people, especially in the health
facilities.

6. -Incorporating recomnended changes into the revised
implementation plan, due in March 1983.

As noted, these findings and recommendations will be discussed with the
Dcecutive Project Director and the (airman of the Project Ekecutive
Board in order to develop an agreed upon action plan for the future of
the project. This action plan will be spelled-out in a PIL jigned
jointly by the MCH and USAID.

drafted: HRDC/H:JWiles, WOldham, 10/6/82, 10/26/82, 12/20/82
document no. 1382H

6
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY-

The purpose of this evaluation was to review the Urban, Health Delivery Systems

Project (UHDP) in terms of its impact on achieving its stated purpose, ad to

determine whether or not resources availa'le to the project were being used to

its maximum benefit.

The UITDP was designed "to make the exLsting urban health care delivery systems

more accessible and effective so that it better supports efforts at health

improveme.it in the project area, and could form the basis for Cairo-wide ard

other urban area replications." Its major thrust is "to upgrade and modify

the existing maternal and child health and family planning delivery system."

To accomplish this purpose, AID is providing the Government of Egypt $37.3

million through November 1986 for this $117 8 million r-oject (with the

remainder provided by the GOE). The AID funding suppor.s: (i) technical

assistance (ii) architectural and engineering services; (iii) renovation and

construction of facilities;'(iv) commodity inputs; (v) participant and

in-country training; and (vi) other costs such as feasibility studies and

innovative interventions (e.g. support to Health Insurance Organization

acttvitie3). The project activities are directed to a target group of

approximately 2,500,OOC women and children in five zones in Cairo and in the

four zones of Alexandria.

Construction, or renovation and equipping of facilities have clearly been the

main focus of the project thus far botri in terms of resource allocation '.1er

70% of AID's input to the project) and actual implementation emphasis.

However, the Project also has other components that potentially coul: t"' more

important in terms of health benefits.

It appears that with a few recommended changes, the cotistruction ai.u

renovation of Maternal and Child Health Centers, General Urban Health Centers,

and the Center for Gocial and Preventive Miedicine, will be completed by the

end of the Project. Those project components which would have beer likely to

have had significant effects on services and their acceptance have been

allowed to lag behind, while the project focused on construction and

renovation efforts. It now seems unlikely that many of the centers will be

providing significantly increased volume or improved quality of services to

the target population, or that there will be improvements in the types,

quantities, quality and public acceptance of maternal and child health

services provided by the 14011. Furthermore, the prenent organizational and

administrative location of the Cairo portion of the project within the MOH|

seems unlikely to lead to any M011 institutionalization of capability to carry

out additional efforts of this type. A more appropriate location for ouch an

organization would be under the direct control of the Governorate

Undersecretary for Health. This is now boing tested In Alexandria with

seemingly good results.

Nevertheless, it should be emphasized that the project can still largely

succeed in delivering certain of its intended outputs. Over 70% of project

expenditures are related to construction, renovation and equipment. These

have a high probability of being delivered by the project completion date if

evaluation recommendations are accepted. V
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The Evaluation Team recommends that USAID assistance to the project continue.

The facilities constructed will constitute a visable sign of USAID's attempts

to help Egypt in the health sector. There is also still some chance that
service improvement components of the project might lead to changes in health
servicLi Ceven if only within the facilities involved in the project) and
possibly to improved health for some users of those services.

Specific additional recommendations made by the evaluation team relate
primarily to: i) reorganization of the project (e.g., the project should be
managed as several related but relatively inderendent subprojects; the
project's central office should be reorganized); (ii) reemphasis of certain
project priorities (e.g., strengthening of the service improvement aspects of

the project); (iii) and innovative approaches to overcome insufficient
operating budgets available for facilities (e.g., the institution of "Economic
Clinics" within the project).
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L Introduction

The Scope of Work (Annex A) for this Special Evaluation of tha Urban
Health Delivery Systems Project (UHDP) called for the Evaluation Team to

"...review the project in terms of its impact on achieving its stated
purpose 'to make the existing urban health care system more
accessible and effective'; and to determine whether or not resources
available to the project are being used to the maximum benefit of the
project. The team will also consider changes in the project design
and in the implementation schedule contained in the Project Paper
which would clearly improve implementation of the project through its
completion date (November 1986)."

This is the first major veternal evaluation of the Urban Health Delivery
System Project (UIIDP), a $117.0 million ($37.3 from AID with remainder
coming from the GOE) "demonstration" project authorized in November of
1978. AID assistance under the project is scheduled to end in November of
1986. An internal review of the project, that served as a starting point
for this evaluation, was carried out i. fay 1982 by the Project's central
office (M10) stdff and by staff from the technical assistance contractor
(Westinghouse).

The present potential of the UIHDP can be sumr.arized as follows?

- The construction, renovation and equipment 'components of the UtIDP are

,likeily to be completed by the end of the prcject, in spite of delays.
if the Evaluation Team's recommendations are followed. The main
problems of concern now relate to the possibility that construction and
renovation activities may have broken MOII leasea for some of the
properties.

- Service improvement aspects of the UJIDP have been neglected, relative to
tho staff's efforts to initiate and manage construction and renovation

- Given the Project's complicated and ambitious design and the course of
its implementation thus far, it appears unliKoly that the Project will
ma!:u any major contributions to the goal of improving health status
even in the target populations. It also appears unlikely that it will
improve the types, quantities, quality and public acceptance of MOIl
services provided by the MO1, even in the new or renovated facilities
which will have consumed most of the Project's resources.

- Nevertheless, the Evaluation Team recomnmends thit AID assistance
to the Urban Health Delivery Systems 2:-oject should continue, primarily
because the facilities constructed and ronovated may become one of the
few visable signs of AID's atte'mpts to help Egypt in the health sector.
Continuation is also recommended because there is still some chance that
other parts of the project might lead to changes in health services
(even if only within the facilities involved in the Project) and
possibly even to improved health for some users of those services.
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2. Summary Description of Projeiot is Designed and Formally Amended

The goal of the Urban Health Delivery System Project (AID Grant
263-0065) is "to improve the general health of the Egyptian people."
The purpose of the project is "to make the existing urban health
care delivery system more accessible and effective so that it better
supports efforts at health improvement in the project area and could
form thi basis for Cairo-wide and ot:ier urban area replications."
The strategy of th3 project is "to modify the current marginally
functioning health delivery system and to improve the delivery of
health, nutrition and family planning services to low-income
families in the projeL: area."

The UIHDP was "planned as a demonstration effort [originally limited
to three health zones of the Cairo Governorato] designed to make the
urban health nyutem more accessible and effective." Its stated
"major thrust (was) to upgrade and modify the existing maternal
child health and family plaalning delivery system." The project set
out "to correct the major problems in the current delivery system."
Those pro'lemn were identified as:

U- Fragmentation of services fas m.,ny as six health service
delivery systems a'e reprusented in some arenas).

- Port distribution of personnel resources.

Poorly maintained and deterioratou physical facilities.

Low public acceptance and utilization of peripheral health care
units.

- Poor control and manag.m..nt of the system.

- Lack of motivation Pnd skills on the part of health porsonnel
and lack o'. practicil experience available to them within the
medical educition system.

- Inadeq ..te outreach of health services from clinics."

The project intended "to correct tho major problomn in the current
delivery system" by:

Developinq within the VOl{ the calvibility to perform on a
continuing hasis, sannsomonts of the h alth .ector (Ii cined to
provid-i the data and Information requir,,d to plan, implement
and ev.%luate delivery of health aorvlce!j which are more
relevant to the needs of consurera.

Zltablishing and testing of a pyramidal syntem Of hnalth
delivery and referral that will involve local Maternal Child
Health Clinics (MC's), Gont.ral Urban 1health Centor. (GUIIC's)
and a speciaJty pediatric hospital.
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Establishing Within Cairo University Pediatric Hospital a
Center for Social and Preventive Medicine in order to bring
together the medical teaching and service delivery functions of
the. university with the health delivery responsibility of theMnlistry of Health.

- Training and educating health service providers in order toUpgrade the services they deliver.
- Developing community participation, motivation and healthservices Outreach.
- Other activitjes, such as conducting feasibility studies andintroducing low-cost innovations to improve the delivery pfhealth services."

To accomplish the above, AID provided * 25.272 million in a grant
agreement signed November 1978 to fund: (i) technical assistance,
(ii) architectural and engineering services, (iii) renovation and
construction of facilities, (iv) commodity inputs, (v) participant
and in-country training, and (vi) other costs such as feasibilitystudies, Innovative interventions and IEC actIvitiea.
The project grati 'greoament was subsequently amended in September1979 to add two additionai zones of the Cairo-Governorate 

for the
purpose of renovating apd equipping of HCH centers, with no add~tion
to funding The project grant agreement was then amended a second
time in August 1981, adding $12.0 million, bringing the total
project budget to $37.253 million, and extending Lhe completion dateto Noveber.1986. The additional funds were allocatedi to finance
estimated cost increases in the original project as amended in 197e
and to finance expansion of project activities to Alexandria and the
addition of a new project component for innovative activities (to
support the project purpose, but not necessarily within the formal
HOH system). Project activities in Alexandria were limited to the
establishment of a small project office, renovation and equipping of
MCH centers in the metropolitan area, and a small amuunt of
technical assistance and training. Of the innovative activitiesbudget of $2.5 million, $1.5 million was "expected" to be requested
(and lateor was)by the Health Insurance rganizatj.n (1110) in
Alexandria to establish a computerized information Syatom. A
summary of the several related, but relatively independent, parts ofthe Project are shown in Pigure 1.
Thus, while the goal and purpose of the UHDP remained unchanged,
project geographical coverage expanded considerably under the two
amendments, incleaning from three health zones to fivo zones in
Cairo plus the four zones in Aleyandria. The expansion of the
project was not uniform in terms of original design, being limited
soley in Cairo and primarily in Alexandria to renovating and
equipping HCH centers. However, nominal (unplanned) provisions were
made in the grunt agreement to relicate in these added zonesinstructional materials, tralnlng and prntocolu that test outsatisfactorily in the original project area.

/6
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The composition of the major components of the project as currently

amended, consists oft (i) renovation (22 MC|! centers and one pilot

GUHC center in Cairo plus 11 MCII centers in 71exandria), (ii)

construction (8 GUHC'z, and I CSPM, all in Cairo), (iii) commodities

and equipment (for all of the above construction and renovation but

largely for the 8 GUHC's, the CSPM and the HIO information system

included under innovative activities), (iv) training (in country and

out of coLntry), (v) technical assistance (U.S. and Egyptian,

primarily in support of the development, testing, implementation and

institutionalization of envisioned health service improvements and

interventions), and (vi) innovative activities (to support

improvements in the urban delivery system as a whole, including

entities outside the formal MOH system such as the HIO).



FIGURE 1

STRUCTURE OF PROJZCT ACTIVITIES AND BUDGET *
(Millions)

CA I RO MO H ALEX MOH ALEX H 1 0

A&E A&E 2.0) ) A&E .2 I !.
Construction : 8 GUHC 4.4) 11.6) 1 1 1 1 1

1 CSPM 5.2) ) 14.8 1 !I ) ! ! I I !

Renovation 1 22 MCH ) ) ! 1 11 MCH 1.7 1 ! 1
I1 Pilot Clinic )3.2 ) ! ! !

Equipment I For Facilities 6.8 1 1 For Facilities .9 1 !
! 21.6 ! 2.8: Computer: f

(58.1)! (75%) ........... .........

* ! !

J T.A. 5.6 ! ! T.A. .2 ! ! Computer
Service I Training 1.1 : : Training .1 ! ! Software + T.A.:

Improvement 1 6.7 ! : .31 (18.0%): 1 (0.8%)!" !______"________

TOTAL 28.3 3.1 1.5
(76.1%) (8.3%) (4.0%)

Currently programmed above 32.9 (88.5%)
Contingencies 3.3 (8.6%).
Innovative activities 1.0 ( .7%)

* AID contributions ony.
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3. Project Disbursement History

Figure 2 on page 7, displays the record of UHDP disbursements and
accruals to September 30, 1982.

Delays in implementing the renovation, construction and
equipment components of the project have resulted in an overall low
percentage of project disbursements against that planned. This is
particularly true with new construction and equipment procurement
which must be closely coordinated with the design work for the CSPM
and GUHC's. Since initial AE contract problems with DMJM/Kidde have
now been overcome, it is expected that the most of these funds will be
disbursed over the next 24-36 months. Renovation of the Cairo MCH
centers nas been delayed for a variety of reazons as documented in
Annex D. The relative disbursement record for renovations should
improve if Evaluation Team recommendations are followed.

The Alexandria UHDP activity also shows a very low percentage of
disbursement This is because implementation of the renovation work
was delayed by the decision of AID and the Project Director to open
competition to all US and Egyptian firms. Actual renovation contracts
should be finalized by 9/83. Expenditures for this activity thus far
have been in support of local training and Lhe Alexandria project
office. Considered alone, those two components are on schedule.

The HIO (an "innovative activity") to date has been unable to draft a
Request for Technical Proposal (RFTP) for . ,;hnical assistance and
computer equipment that is acceptable to AID. Therefore, no funds
have been disbursed for that activity. The RFTP, however, should be
finalized by February 1983.

No disbursements have been made for other "innovative activities" due
to the lack of proposals. The evaluaticn team has identified two
possible activities (support to ECTOR and Alexandria MOH servicp
improvements) that might be funded from this oudgei line item. It
should be noted that no "advertisement" of the availablity of this
money has been made, nor is it recommended for the future. This
special budget line item is discussed in more detail in other parts of
this report.
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FTGUPX 2

DISBURSEMENT HISTORk OF UHDP
To September 30, 1982

($000)

Disbursements/ 
% LOPAccruals to 

Disbursed/September 30 LOP Accrued toActual Planned A/P% Budget 30SEP82
Technical AssistanceWestinghouse Contract 1,574 1,700 93% 3,562 44%
Budget Support to Project Office * 473 477 99% 1,500 32%

Renovation of MCH/Pilot Centers
Alemara M&E . 140 157 89% 157 89%Egyptian Const.Firms 1,000 2,500 40% 3,023 33%

New Construction
GUHC's (Dl4JM/i idd-) 624 3,293 19% 5,493 11%CSPM (DMJ3,Zidde) 

160 3,500 3% 6,300 2%
Equipnent & Vehicles 

167 4,250 4% 6,797 2%

- 409 490 83% 1,155 35%
Health Sector Assess-nnnt

ECTOR 
317 327 97% 397 97%Alexandria LqIDSP 
28 2,775 1% 3,140 1%

---- 
0 1,500 0% 1,500 0%

Other "innovative activities" 0 1,000 0% 1,000 0%

TOTAL 4,832. 21,969 22% 33,954@ 14%

* Includes funds for Egyptian Consultants, local training, pilot center (other thanrenovation), office support and health education activities.
$ Does not include contingencies which make AID's total LOP funding $37.253
million.



4. Implementation Progress and Obstacles Encountered

4.1 Project Organization and Management

4.1.1 Project Organization

The UHDP has been organized basically within the framework foreseen in
the Project Paper and related documents. However, the project's
organizational structure has lent itself to the implementation of a
centralized pattern of administration (common to GOE Ministries) within
the UHDP central office. That pattern has some unfortunate effects upon
the project, as described below under "project management".

There are two organizations responsible for the management of this
project on thd GOE side. The first is the Project Executive Board
chaired by the First Uxndersecretary of the MOH. The Board membership
consists of representatives from the Cairo Governorate, Alexandria
Governorate (recently added), the HIO, Cairo University Faculty of
Medicine, Ministry of Social Affairs and rasident (non-MOH)
representatives from three of the five Zones in Caiio. The Board is
charged with the responsibility for establishing F-licy, coordinating
activities between agencies and overall management of the
Project.

The second organizational structure is the UHDP Project Office
responsible for the day-tn-day management of the Project. The Project
Office is headed by an Executive Project Director who is also the
Executive Secretary for t-e Executive Board. Organizational units
supporting the project, and for which the Executive Project DirecLor is
responsible, include Organization and Management, Research and
Development, Training, Health Education and Social Work, Statistics and
Evaluation, and Administration and Finance. Other support to the
Executive Directo- is provided by Egyptian and expatriate contractors and
consultants in such specialties as public health, health planning,
training, construction, equipment procurement, finance, law and public
relations. The General Diectors of the Health Zones involved in the
project (with the exception of Alexanrria) are designated as Assistant
Executive Project Directors, but have no direct command link with the
project.

The Project Office and the Executive Board are considered to be
temporary. These organizations are not meant to be the implementors of
the project, but are meant to be the planners and advisors to the
existing 140H staff who are intended to carry out the project at the
Governorate and Zone levels. Each of the Health Zones has designated a
member of their staff to be responsible, on a regular basis, for project
activities in their respective Zones. Coordination is effected through
regular joint meetings between Project and Zone staff (at least monthly).
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The Project Office in Alexandria consists of a Project Director andindividuals to handle interventions, training, procurement, accountingand secretarial support. Unlike Cairo, the Project Director is under thecontrol of the Undersecretary of State for Health (who. is an ExecutiveBoard member) rather then being under the direct control of the ExecutiveBoard. Like Cairo, however, the Alexandria Project Office is alsoconsidered to be temporary (i.e. for the life of the Project). Part-timeconsultants and contractors are also cvailable to the Project Director as
needed.

As mentioned, both Cairo and Alexandria are making use of contractors toprovide advice and assistance in furtherance of project.activities. InCairo the Executive Project Director has contracts (host country type)with Westinghouse Health Systems (technical assistance and equipmentprocurement), ECTOR (Cairo health assessment study), Alemara (for A&E andsupervision ot MCH centers' renovation, and renovation of the Tora PilotGUHC), DMJM/KIDDE (for ME and supervision of the CSPM and GUHC's) andfour construction contractors (for MCH center renovations). InAlexandria the Project Director has contracted for the services bf one,part-time American advisor (Robert Emery! who is providing generaltechnical assistance to the Director. In all cases, contractors areunder the direct control of either the Executive Project Director forCairo, or the Project Director for Alexandria.

The special evaluationi team feels that tho project has components whichnee,2 to be considered as major entities, but which are not given adequateemphasis within +he present organizational structure of the project. Forexample, the Alexandiia UHDP activities are said to have a high degree ofindependenco et incentive payments must be individually approved by theUHDP rroject Executive Director in Cairo. Placing service ilfprovementactivities and construction, renovation, and equipment under theresponsibility of the same person within a centralized structurevirtually guarantees inadequate attention to service improvement, 91vonthe MC11's enthusiasm for buildings.

In both Cairo and Alexandria, the organization charts for the project aresomewhat misleading, because some of the staff members who appear on themare seldom at work on the projects. Thin ib due mainly to the fact hatthey also hold other full-ttme jobs in the Government.

By not supplying active MOH counterparts in the Urban He&lth SectorAssessment which ECTOR carried out under the project, the MOI lost anopportunity to greatly increase the skills of some of its own personnelin data gathering, analysis, interpretation, and use in planning and
decision making.
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Renovation efforts under the Cairo UHDP (See USAID 'Engineer's report,A znex D) appear to have suffered delays due to conflicts between twoparties involved in an adversary relationship which is partly
attributable to overlapping scopes of work and conflicting roles.

The organizational ard administrative location of the project within theMOH seems unlikely to lead to any MOH institutionalization of capabilityto carry out project activities. The special project office, operated bystaff on secondment from other MOH units and paid high salary suppleuientsin their project roles, is most unlikely to outlast*AID support of the
UHDP.

Capabilities present or being developed within the project's central
office staff seem unlikely to be transmitted to Zone and Governorate
level counterparts, because counterpart relations have not been
effectively established on a regular working basis. The dichotomybetween planning (special project staff) and implementation (regular MOBGovernorate, Zone and clinic director hierarchy) threatens both present
implementation of health service related activities and anyinstitutionalization of planning capabilities in the Governurate or Zonestaff. At the same time, it appeArs that thus far moot UF:OP activitiesare carried out by.the central office staff, with regular MOH staff
participation consisting primarily of attending meetings.

4.1.2 Project Management

Mana.,ement of the UHDP is made difficult by problems of the Egyptianadministrative enironment and particularly of the COE. The highly
centralized administration of the project office aid the lack ofeffective deleoation of authority and respinsibility hamper progress inthe project. This is especially true for progress in areas which do notrank h1icjo in the personal interests of the project's director3.Overcontrol of decision making causes sluggish performance by project
office units and undercuts authority which unit directors might otherwise
exercise.

By a reportedly unique ministorial decree, the UHDP Executive Directorwas givin funds to usc at her c.iscretton to provide incentive payments topersons working for the project and for otheu. whose cooperation or workcould advance the project. Tne decree is said to estallish ranges formonthly incentives ir term, of base IOl salaries: 50 to 100% of basesalary for part-time U|!DP 'ork, and 100 to 150% for full time U1DP work.Additional incentive payments may also be made, to project personnel andothers, apparently with no upper limit within the overall incentive
budget. Monthly "Incentive" payments appear to be made to essentiallyall project staff members, essentially as salary supplements granted forjoining the UHDP staff and with little attention to performance. Thisvitiates the usefulness of incentive payments as means of promoting and
rewarding good performance.



Certain MOH staff at the Zone offices also receive regular incentive
payments. Special incentive payments are made to various persons

involved in the project or i,, positions to make decisions with regard to
it.

In addition to monetary incentives, training and observational travel can
function as rewards for good work. Unfortunately, a disproportionate
number of observational trips have been taken by senior MOe! officials.

Relatively few incentives are available to non-project MO! personnel who
should actually implement the service changes to be effected under the
UHDP. This problem has not been dealt with by the project and is likely
to eventually have severe impact on project implementation of health
service related activities.

Little has been done within the UHDP in the way of development and

application of basic project management tools. No means of readily
tracking work progress are available, although they are clearly needed in
such a complex project. Coordination among the various units of the UHDP
office in Cairo seems to be weak. Rational sequencing of work seems
lacking. Serious service improvement efforts tend to be delayed until
facility renovations are complete. Procurement of equipment has lagged

so far behind renovdtions that some facilities will have to open with
only partial equipment. For GUHC's, even offshore procurement requiring
very long lead times will apparently not begin until all equipment for
MCH's has been obtained, and CSPM equipment will .ot be urdered until the
GUHC equipment has been procured

4.2 Cairo MOH Activities and Inputs

4.2.1 Cairo MOH! Construction/RnovaLion/Epuimtnrt

Funds a.7e provided in the Project for the construction of 8 General Urban

Health Centers. These GUHC's are second level he'lth care facilitiQs

generally providing all the functions of health bureaus (public health,

school haalth, etc.), MCI! centers and curative care at the general

practice physician level. Supportivc services (e.g. laboratory support)

are also provided in the GUHC's. Fach center is meant to serve a

population of approximately 150,000 persons.

Each 1.400 square meter GUHC is expected to coat $687,O0O including the

required design and construction supervision work. At th, present time,

the A&E contractor (DMJ4/KIDDE) is preparing final drawings and

specifications for the buildings from preliminary drawings prepared

earlier in the year. Current projections are for these plans to be

finialized in late Spring 1903, with actual construction to start in the

Fall. Completion time will ba 12-10 months after start of construction.
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The Tora Pilot GUIIC is presently being renovated (at a cost of $43,000)
and is scheduled to begin full operation in November 1982. Funds were
provided for this work so that project staff could have with a "testing'
facility for service improvement efforts while construction efforts were
underway on the other GUHC's.

The GUHC construction component of the project is approximately 12 months
behind schedule. Most of the delay is related to problems in the early
stages wV h the A&E contractor who submitted preliminary plans and
specific; ions for the GUIICs which were riot within the space :ize (1400
square meters) and budget set by the Project. Extensive redesign was
required as a result. This was made.particularily difficult since the
architect's duty post was in the United States (subsequently corrected).

Construction, at an estimated cost of $6.3 million (including A&E), of
the multi-purpose Center for Social and Preventive Medicine (6 floors
with about 72n0 square meters of floor space) is also about 12 months
behind scheduie. The A&E firm, again DMJM/KIDDE, is presently preparing
the preliminary report for the construction whicn should be finalized in
December 1982. Actual construction work is scheduled to begin in August
1983 and end approximately 18-24 months later (i.e., between March and
September 1985).

The stat,,s of renovation work for the 22 Maternal (hild Health centers is
well covered in the report prepared by the USAID engineer who
participated in this evaluation (Annex D). Four of the c-nters should be
reopened in H4cvember 1982. However, it is difficult to predit at this
time when the work dt the other 18 cent"rs will be completed since it
appears that sc,.ne oi the construction contracts will have to be amended
to take into consideration the fIndings of the USAID engineer. Until
this is done, and contra..s renegotiated, accurate estimates of
completion dates can not be made.

The majority of the $6.8 million set-aside fir commodities in the Project
will be used to purchase equipment for the GUHC's and the CSPM. Funds
will also be used to purchase equipment for the MCH's; however, it is
anticipated that most of the equipment needed for these facilities will
be available on the Egyptian market. Unfortunately, planning fcr the
equipment pi'hases has been left almost entirely in the hands of an
expatriate contract advisor who up to this time has had no counterpart
with whom to work. Ile has also been hampered by not having final
drawings and specifications for the facilities construction which are
required to plan equipment needs. The Executive Project Director
informed tho team that a counterpart comittee was being formed by the
MOHI to work with the expatriate advisor. She expects that a decree
establishing this working group will be signed within the next 30-45
days. Unfortunately, it now appears that some of the MCI! centers will be
reopening some without the required equipment and supplies on hand.
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A long outstanding issue concerning project commodities relates to a March

1981 Auditor Ceneral Audit Report covering the Project. The AG felt some of

the vehicles (12) purchased by the Project were not needed based on the usage

that they obseried at the time. They also felt that the vehicle being used

by the First Undersecretary of Health (also Chairman of the Project Executive

Board) should be returned to the Project staff since it iwas not being used

exclusively for the Project. Both of these issues remained outstanding at

the time of the evaluation. An end-use check was therefore made by the

Project Officer with the determination that, based on usage, the 11 vehicles

assigned to the Project staff were, in fact, needed. An official request was

also made by the Missioh Deputy Director to the First Undersecretary of

Health that he return the 1 vehicle to the Executive Project Director, or

alternatively refund its cost to the Project. This last matter was still

pending at the time the Evaluation Report was finalized.

4&2.2. Cairo MOH Service Improvement. Training, and Technical
Assistanc e

The special evaluation team finds that up to the time of this evaluation

there has been no noticeable improvement in health services as a result of

UHDP efforts. This is in part because the UHDP project team is waiting for

facility renovationfi to be completed before attempting to improve services.

This appruach has cost the project valuable experience which it will have

little time to regain once the renovations .are complete.

Project staff (iz,-luding advisors and consultants) have developed a sqt of

interventions which they feel will improve servi(-es and at the same time will

be replicabLe in CH facilities. These inter'.,ntions include improved oral

rehydration therapy, use of growth charts, bacterial sterilization, drug'

packagirg and outreach. The interventiono -. signed are intended to be usable

in both MCH Centers and GUHC's, but will first be tested at the Torm Pilot

GUHC.

The GUHC at Tora (Helwan) was selected for the pilot effort because it needed

a minimum of renovation to bring it up to an acceptable level, had strong

community backing and had motivated staff who were willing to take on the

extra work necessary to test the interventions.

The intervention packages appear to be ready for testing, having been refined

with the a83istance of expatriate advisors during the renovation period.

However, more attention to the actual procedures Lor evaluating the

interventions appears to be needed. This question is now under, study and

will be further pursued following the pilot center opening in November 1982.

Training programs in Egypt were one of the first elements of the Project

to be initiated. To date, courses have been held for approximately 2,000

persons drawn from all levels of the MOH and other organizations related to

the Project. Subjects covered-have included health planning, health service

research, management of -health services, family planning, orientation to

urban health services, professional education for physicians and others,

outreach, health educatior and housekeeping.
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Nevertheless, according to results of the ECTOR Urban Health Sector

Assessment, only 46 of the 356 MOH staff interviewed had received formal

training in the past.5 years from all sources. Only 91 of the staff were

currently involved in continuing education and only 27 of these were

receiving job-related training. This finding is difficult to reconcile

since extensive training has taken place under the project. Turnover of

personnel in MCH's and GUHC's may be a partial explanation of this

discrepancy.

The training carried out under the project has apparently been

cognitively oriented, not skills focused, and not especially targeted

toward specific job responsibilities. It has al3o not involved

on-the-job observations or followup testing to determine whether trainees

could later perform the tasks which their jobs require in the area of the

training they had received.

To date $409,000 has been sprnt on out-of-councry training for 1

long-term (over one year) and 65 short-term participants in skills

ranging from family planning to epidemiology. It. appears that training

assignments are'for the most part being made on the basis of need and

merit, especially for academic type training. The team was concerned,

however, that observdtion tours are being used almost exclusively by

senior project and project related staff. Further observation tours

should be assigned primarily to mid-level officials within the regulac

implementation hierarchy on a non-repetitive basi. The responsibility

for preparing justification for olservation tours should rest with thi

Project Exe'utive Director.

The principal technical assistance contractor for the Project is

Westinghouse Health Systems (WHS). Currently, there are three persons

assigned to Egypt to support the Protect Executive Director and her

staff. These are a Public Health Physician, an Equipment Specialist and

an Administrati-e Assistant. In addition to these long-term staff, WIIS
also brings to Egypt various short-term consultants as requested by the

Executive Director to assist in planning aspects of the Project for which

outside expertise is deemed necessary. Reucnt expertise was provided in

health education, program plannning and evaluation, and university,

community program . The present Chief of Party fc.. the WHS contract

arrived :'.n Egypt in May of this year. The Evaluation Team was impressed.

with his efforts thus far to push service improvements to the forefront

of project activities. fie has the cooperation or Egyptian staff and

should be able to develop his ideas in a short period of time. 
The new

project implementation schedule that WHS is developing for the Project,

as called for in their contract, will be revised to take.these new ideas

into account.

The project's Urban Health Sector Assessment effort was conducted under

UHDP contract by Egypt's Experimental Center for Training on Evaluation

of Social Programs (ECTOR). It was intended to foster data gathering,

analysis and systems planning capability in the MOH (in addition to

providing information for use in improving MCH services in Cairo). 
While

ECTOR has developed the necessary methodology, there is no evidence 
that



the MO!! has institutionalized this capability. Lack of such capabilities

could effectively close-off the possibility of major improvements in MOH

urban services. Unless major changes are made in the present MOH's

information development and planning capability, improvements in health

services probably will not occur. Project funds could be used (see

Section 4.4) to help ECTOR keep the capajilities it has developed

available to the MOH and to other health sector agencies, and to help

ECTOR scientifically meet the felt information needs of selected health

sector decision makerb. This may be the only available means of

stimulating the growth of demand for health planning information (as

opposed to donors' simply demanding that such information be gathered and

then paying for it). Such an investment of UHDP funds could have

benefits beyond the UHDP and bcyond the MOH.

4.3 Alexandri" MOH Activities and Inputs

Activities in Alexandria began in the last quarter of 1981. At present,

training is being conducted and programs are being developed for

implementation in that location. One Egyptian consultant (also connected

with the Cairo program) and one U.S. contractor are advising the Project

Director in program planning and direction and are helping her to

coordinate activities with work in Cairo. The Evaluation Team strongly

feels that Alexandria should not be put in a position of having to wait

for results of Caira testing before moving ahead with service improvement

activities of their own. If Alexandria feels that other interventions

(beside those to be tested in Cairo) might be of more value to them, they

should be encouraged to move ahead with them. For the short term, the

Project staff should begin planning activities for services that will be

performed by staff of the MCH centers that will soon be temporarily

closes for renovation work.

Funds are provided in the Project for the renovation of 11 MCII centers in

Alexandria, along with the equipment necessary for upgrading the

centers. At the present time, the Project Staff is preparing to issue a

Request fcr Proposals to obtain the services of an A&E firm for.the

desin and supervision of this work. It is estimated that a contract

will be signed by Spring of 1983 with actual renovation work to start 6-8

months later. Prior to signing any renovation contracts, however,

Alexandria will need to insure there are no legal barriers to the actual

renovation work, especially in the four leasod buildings.



4.4 Innovative Activities

Funds ($2:5 million) for innovative activities were set aside in

Amendment Ho. 2 of the Project Paper "to support improvements in the

urban health delivery system as a whole, including entities outside the

formal MOH system, through the study, support and replication of

activities which have shown promise for improving accessibility and

quality of services for the poor." One such innovative activity for

which funds have been set-aside is support to the HIO for computer

hardware, software and related technical assistance ($1.5 million). The

team has identified two additional programs that appear to be appropriate

"innovative activities": support to the Alexandria UHDP for improving

health services and to ECTOR for health strategy formulation and planning

and for health services research.

4.5 Alexandrie Health Insurance Organization Inputs and Activities

The HI0 in Alexandria has been working for approximately four years to

plan a computerized management information system for its internal

operations. Under Project Papez Amendment No. 2, $1.5 million was made

available to help-equip and develop that system. However, the 1110 has

not yet completed the descriptive documents needed'fur AID processing and

consideration. An RPTP is expected to be finalized by February 1903.

4.6 USAID Managemen' and Monitoring of the Project

AID currentiy monitors this project with a staff Project Officer. This

person is repon ibl for all aspects of the Project, from meeting AID's

fiscal reporting requiremrents to, cons truct ion/renovation monitoring. The

team Leels that project :nagenmcnt can be improved by engaging thq USAID

Engineering 5taff in an active role in the conmtruction/renovatic..

aspects of the Project. This will allow the Project Officer to devote

more time and expertise to those activitien if the Project for which

trained.
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5. Critical Review of UHD Background, Design and Issues

5.1 Critical Review of UHDP Background and Design

A significant portinn of the implementation "difficulties" discussed
in the preceding sections have their origins in, and can best be
understood in terms of, the failings and defects of the UHDP project
design process. Although the advantaqe of hindsight must be
acknowledged from the outset, it does not negate our conclusion that
the U1[DP project design was much too complicated, overly ambitious,
unrealistic, and inappropriate. It is not surprising, in retrospect
that unnecessary (design-inspired) "implementation" problems have
arisen and that the project is unlik6ly to achieve either its purpose
or its goal. This section will attempt to provide perspective on the
project design process by examinLng some of the reasons underlying
the above conclusion.

The UHDP was conceptualized in the early years (1976/7) of the
present AID program in Egypt. The project's design represented a
compromise between AID's desire to engage in the urban health sector
tbut with a primary hdalth care-MCH emphasis), and the MOV's desire
to construct and equip new tertiary facilities (e.g., hospitals).
The "compromise" allowed :ach entity (AID and the MOH) to meet some
of its objectives.

Thu MOH met its interests by cbtaining funds to construct and equip
eight now GUIIC'- secondary level polyclinic facilities offering a
variety of services (not just MCH) and to co.struct and e, iip a new
training, -d,,iation and research unit (CSPM) to. he attached to the
Cairo University Pediatric Hospital.

In additi.n to the MCH components incorporated in the above, AID met
its interests by funding the renovation 3nd equiping of ten MCH
centers (later increased to 33) and by funding data collection,
training, education of health wrkers, and dev2.1opmont of community
participation, motivation and outreach activities.

An additional factor that influenced proj-ct design was AID's
decision to opt for a "systems" approach. This entailed a m'ltipli
set of tasks that re, for the moot part, of only secondary, if not
peripheral interet co the 14011. The resultant outcome should have
been expected. Construction, renovation and equipping of facilities
have taken priority in terms of UIIDP project offico management time;
health services rolated activities have placed an understandably poor
second. Planned data collection and analysis have bean accomplishod
in a professional and timely fashion by an Egyptian consultant group
(ECTOR), but the intended institutionalization of these capabilities
in the MOl has not occurred because MOll "counterparts" failed to
materialize.



A final factor present during the project development stage completes
the "background explanation." Under the twin compulsions to obligate
large amounts of funds and to meet the Congressional mandate on
"basic human needs," AID offered too much money. As a result, what
originally was to have been a "small" $5 million demonstration/pilot
project quickly became an unwieldy $25 million general institutional
strengthening project that was somehow to be synchronized with the
same prcject's demonstration/pilot efforts and with construction an.
renovation. What was to have been a largely health services focused
project became primarily a construction/renovation/equipment
project. This situation became even more pronnunced as subsequent
project amendments expanded geographicil coverage and increased the
construction/renovation/equipment focus.

It is with this type of background and development that the project
entered its final design phase. Although the events described above
tended to hamper meaningful institutional (system) change on the
health services side from the outset, the prospects worsened with the
failure of the design process to come to grips with what had occurred.

Rather than abandon the original demonstraton/pilot health services
focus, project designers chose instead to graft it on the new and
larger health faciliLies constructJon/renovation/equipment model.
Rather than give up anything, the project designers sim,-.y added new

project components. The result was predi:zable. The project desigr
became increasingly complicated, overly ambitious, unrealistic and
even less uppropriate.

The UHDP project design was far too compl.im:e.ted, particularly given
AID's lack of experience in working in the health sector in Egypt.
The project's many inter-related components depended upon a multitude
of seemingly uncontrollable variables. The project's growing
complexity increased the likelihood of major delays and decreased the
chancen of ultimately improving health services. Project
coordination and synchronizatio~n simply became too difficult, if not
impossible, an has become evident in the project's actual
implementation.

The UHDP project design was also too ambitious. It actually consists
of several projects: design and construction of GUHC's; design and
construction of the CSPMi redesign and renovation of MCU's; ddsign,
testing, evalu £ion, demonstration, and insitutionalization of the
new CSPM operations, including an unprecedented MOH-Univi rsity
collaboration; collection and analysis of survey data and
institutionalization of this capacity within the MOH. Finally, the
institutionalization tasks envisioned or implicit in the project
design were simply too much to accomplish in the five-year time frame
of the original project design.
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The UHDP pr Ject design was also unrealistic in many ways. As
previously discussed, it tended to ignore real MOH priorities and the

consequent probability of success fully implementing inter-related

activities, many of which were not MOH priorities. The project

design was unrealistic in ignoring the realities of the Zone and

Governorate implementation function, given that MCH and primary care

are but one of many responsibilities and certainly one of lower
priority compared to tertiary curative responsibilities.

The project design was unrealistic in identifying problems and then

ignoring them or assuming that they would be solved independent of

any specific AID decision or action. For example, the project

designers seem to have assumed that monetary incentives are important

in making the MOH system function, but that motivation would be
achieved in other ways, e.g., more pleasant surroundings, better

training and supervision. In two subsequent amendments, poor design

was only made worse by expanding georgraphical coverage and adding

further project components. Finally, the project was seriously

unrealistic in its implementation schedules for obtaining contractors

under the host country contract and AID competitive procurement

procedures, a fact that ultimately resulted in decycling of the

implementation process from the outset.

The UHDP project design was also inappropriate. Given the project

goal of improving health status, the project purpose ("to make the

existing urban health delivery system more accessible and effective")

offered less prospect for potential herith status impact than

alternative in.'estents in areas such as water and sanitation

systems. Nevertheless, even if the project purpose is accepted,

inappropriate emphasis wL.s given to the interventions selected. For

example, construction/renovation/equipment are of lesser importance

in affecting health status than human resource investments in

management, supervision, training and incertive systems. The UHDP

project design was inappropriate as an institutionalization vehicle

in the way that ,rganization and management of the project were

conceived. The proper line of authority for implementation and

institutionalization aspects of the project (i.e., the Undersecretary

of Health f"' the Cairo Governorate) was by-passed. The UHDP project

office was established as an adjunct to the regular. MOH hierarchy in

a planning capacity and was expected to pass the implementation tasks

to the Zone and clinic directors (and their staffs) who owe their

first allegiance to the Undersecretary and to the regular MOH

hierarchy.

The mismatch of MOH and AID priorities, the systems analysis

obsession of AID, and the complusion to obligate large amounts of

funds were all factors that from the outset rendered the Project

relatively infeasible. The subsequent design decisions described

above simply made a bad situation worse.
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5.2 Project Issues

Some of the more important issues identified by the Team can be
summarized as follows:

5.2.1 Health services have only minor effects on health
status.

The UHDP takes an overall approach (improving health services)
which is likely to produce less improvement in health status (the
project's stated goal) than would be likely with other more
specific approaches such as improvements in sanitation.
The Project Paper (p. 2) notes that "Poor environmental
sanitation, the lack of adequate water and sewage facilities,
cultural practices and other considerations contribute to this
overall low level of general health. However, a most significant
reason is the lack of an effective and accessible urban health
system with well-trained and highly motivated pezsonnel providing
outreach services and health care education in the target
communities." Health Services are only one factor improving
Health status; and reduction in IMR and other Health indicators
vill be difiicult to measure as related to the project.

5.2.2 Inapropriate intervention emphasis to overcome service
problems.

The UHDP's rimary focus and its overwhelming emphasis (in terms
of resource allocation decisions) is on -onstruction and
renova-inn, the results of which (i.e. new or improved physical
facilities) have weak effects on the provision, qu-1ity, and
acceptance of services.
Emph"?.is should be rather on incentive systems, training for competency,
and tailoring of services and their provision to client's preferences, all

of which have potentially strong effects. The project was initiated as a
comp-omise with the GOE desire to finance cnnstruction of high visibility
hospitals which have comparatively little aifect on general'health
status. It emj'asizes interventions (e.g., major construction and
renovations) which appear unlikely to have major effects on either health
or health services, and it leaves as assumptions such key factors as
"Conditions of service can be improved to attract, retain and motivate
qualified personnel to give better service".

5.2.3 Crucial service systems design elements skipped.

Protocols and systems for health service delivery have yet to be finalized

in the project, but facility designs and training which logically depend
on them have gone ahead without them.

5.2.4 Construction/renovation should not be managed by UHDP staff

The UHDP staff can't both manage construction and renovation and do the

other parts of the project which are more likely to lead to improvements

in health services and perhaps in health status.
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5.2.5 Lack of Monetary Incentives in the regular MOH hierarchy.

Without adequate and replicable incentives linked to specified performance

criteria, health services are unlikely to significantly improve.

5.2.6 Lack of competency based training.

Traini:!g within the project may not result in job competency because 
it is

not competency based and is not'evaluated to reinforce and ensure this

outcome.

5.2.7 Probable non-replicability of pilot center demonstrations.

Demonstration efforts at the Tora Center may involve incentives and 
other

factors which willnot be replicable, even within the project.

5.2.8 Centralization of project administration.

The centralized administration of the project is dependent on one person.

No adequate provision has been made for a deputy director. Unit directors

have responsibilities without cozuensurate authority.

5.2.9 Location and temporary status of UHDP project office within MOH

hierarchy.

The special project office which administers the project is a temporary

section of the MOH with special powerL and privileges. At the project's

end in 1986, the office will cease to exist an its staff (obtained by

secondment within the MOH, and paid high special incentives 
under a linique

ministerial decree) will return to their primary MOH jobs. 
Without that

office and the Executive Director's unique power base within 
the MOH,

project activities (which otherwise would have advanced less 
than +hey

have) are extremely unlikely to continue, aspecially with the 
present MOH

management problems (see Section 5.1).

5.2.10 Lack cf clarity and realism in project intent.

The UHDP (Including its previous expansions) was intended to improve 
the

accessibility and effectiveness of 32 MOH health facilities 
in Cairo and

11 in Alexandria. Those facilities theoretically serve target MCH

populations of one and one half million in Cairo and one million 
in

Alexandria. In view of the project's initial magnitude, and its

expansions, its designation as a "demonstration" project, is 
a misnomer.

5.3 Likely Future Course of Project

At present, it appears that by the end of the project in 1986 
the construction

and renovation of MHC's and GUHC's, and probably of the CSPM4, will 
be

completed, if the corresponding recommendations in this report 
are followed.

One of the GUHCs, at Tora (added t6 the project as the pilot center because it

required little renovation), is expected to provide services as a pilot center

by November of 1982.
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It seems highly unlikely (on the basis of project implementation experience

and the bad fit between project interventions and the key provider and user

factors noted by the Urban Health Sector Assessment) that by 1986 the

remaining centers will be providing significantly more.or significantly

improved services to the target population, or that the population's

acceptance of and involvement in those services will have changed to any

significant degree.

Given the project's complicated and ambitious design and the course of its

implementation thus far, it appears unlikely that the project will make any

major contribution to the goal of improving heclth status, even in the target

populations. It also appears unlikely that it will improve the types,

quantities, quality, and public acceptance of MCH services provided by the

MOH, even in the new or renovated "demonstration" facilities which will have

consumed most of the project's resources. Those elements which would have

been likely to have significant effects on scrvices and their acceptance have

been allowed to lag far behind, while the project's staff devoted itself to

construction and renovation efforts which the MOH was and remains ill-prepared

to handle.

A review of imple.ntation experience in each of the major areas of rroject

interventions, other than construction and renovation, indicates inadequate

development or application of a rational and systematic approach. A recent

consultancy resulted in the project staff's becoring aw ze of and interested

in one basic objective-focused method ("Sl.IS") for work planning, cc3rdination

and evaluation, but it is too early to assess the implementation of the method

within the project.

The organization and administrative locativa of the project within the MOH

seems unlikely to lead to any institutionalization of the capability to carry

out further construction or renovation, much less the capability to gather and

analyze data or use the findings to design and teqt or implement improved

service programs, protocols, and systems. Neither does it seem likely that

health service related capabilities being developed within the project staff

will be transmitted to Zone arid Governurat level counterparts, unless

counterpart relations are effectively established on a regular working basis.

A dichotomy exists between planning (special projcct staff) and implementation

(regular MOH Governorate, Zone and clinic hierarchy) that threatens botA

present implementation of health service related activities and any

institutionalization of the capabilities within the Governorate or Zone staff.

Interdependent project tasks are badly out of synchronization and some will

be of questionable value by the time they are actually completed. As a

striking case in point, protocols and systems for health services were still
"under development" as of May 1982, according to a report by then-Project

Officer Emily Leonard, although both the training programs and the now and

renovated facilities should have been designed in terms of functional

considerations which depend greatly on service systems, which in turn were to

have been based in part on the Urban Health Sector Assessment which is only

now about to become available.
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Nevertheless, it should remain clear that the project 
can still largely

succeed in achieving certain of its intended 
outputs. Approximately 72% of

project funds are related .o construction, renovation and equipment, 
all of

which have high probability of being delivered 
by the project completion date

if related evaluation recommendations are accepted. 
The balance of project

outputs is much less likely to be delivered 
as originally intended.

6. UHDP in the Context *of the 1982 Health Sector 
Assessment and Draft USAID

Health Sector Strategy: Explanation of Dissonance

The 1982 Health Sector Assessment was carried 
out in the first half of 1982 by

USAID consultants with the collaboration of 
the MOH. 'The Assessment concluded

that major problems of the MOH render it much 
less effective than it would

need to be in order to carry out its broad mcndate 
in a way which would have

major impacts on health.. It also concluded that the MOH will be unab)e to

adequately carry out preventive tasks which 
could have substantial impact on

general health, and especially maternal and child health as long as it has its

present heavy responsibility for curative services. 
This will be particularly

true if those MOR curative services continu 
to be "free" for all patients.

The assescment also noted that MOH services, in the context of structural

problems related to GC: employment and civil 
service policies, are refractory

to improvement.

The final report of the 1982 Healta Sector Assessment, entitled Health,

Development in the Arab Republic of Egypt: 
A Sentor ih Transition, recommends

that curative services be provided on a self-financing 
basis outside of the

MOH, thereby relieving the 140H of this burden. With regard to existing AID

supported MOH projects, including UHDP, the 
report (page xii) recommends that:

"USAID-supported projects now being implemented 
should

continL3 in selected areas of high-focused 
concentration,

but should not be expanded or extended unless 
they are

restructured in the framework of overall health 
sector

development".

A draft Ifealth Sector Strategy developed by 
a USAID/Cairo expert team in

August 1S82 is now being considered by USAID/Cairo. The draft strategy

suggests program contents for potential USAID 
assistance to Egypt's health

sector in the next 5 years, in the context 
of the findings and recommendations

of the 1982 Health Sector Assessment.

The special evaluation team agrees with the 
general findings and

recommendations of the 1982 Health Sector Assessment, 
but bases its specific

recommendations on several key additional 
factors. One is that the project's

health facilities construction and renovation, 
which have high public

visibility, are importdnt to both the GOE 
and to U.S. support of the GOE; they

therefore are not likely to be halted by USAID 
and could be successfully

completed. A second factor is that the thus-far relatively 
neglected service

improvement side of the UHDP, which involves 
a small proportion (20%) of USAID

support of the project, offers the MOH a chance to show that it can improve

its services. A third factor is the rilatively high finacial 
costs involved

in stopping a project in mid-stream and terminating 
contracts earlyi and the

relatively low opportunity costs of continuing 
a project once it has begin.

The.resulting waste from sunk costs and termination costs would be quite

large.
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Lastly, there is the relative momentum attained by the UHDP in mid stream
which is difficult to recapture in any new project in its initial stages.
Having worked through many of the implementation problems and basically
understanding the ones ahead the UHDP would seem poised to make relatively
rapid progress, at least on the construction, renovation and equipment side.

7. Feasible Approaches to Overcoming Implementation Obstacles of UHDP

Given the current status of the project, what could USAID and GOE/MOH do to
increase the benefits of the project to the urban population of Egypt and
indirectly to help promote political stability in Egypt? Some feasible
approaches for each project area are reviewed.

The UHDP should be managed, by both the MOH and USAID, as several related but
relatively independent subprojects. The Special Evaluation Team suggestP the
divisions shown in Figure 1 on page .

The construction and renova -ion elements of the UHDP are likely to be
completed by the end of the project, in spite of delays, if the team's
recommendations are followed. The main problems of concern now relate to the
possibility that construction and renovation activities may result in the MOH
losing leases on some of the rented facilities. If this is likely to occur,
or if required permissions and evidence cannot be quickly provided, the.
problematic portions of the construction and renovation activities should be
deleted from the project as unimplementable, as recommended by the USAID
Engineer's report in Annex D,

The project directors, staff, and consultants should be relieved of concerns
over the management of construction and renovation efforts. (The MOH has left
commodity procurement almost entirely to a Westinghouse expatriate.) This can
be accomplished by removing one of two antagonistic technical
contractors/coniultants, placing management of construction, renovation and
procurement under the charge of the pa.-ties already under contract for such
management work, and fully involving USAID engineers in the project's
monitoring of those activitie3.

Relieved of the burdens of construction and renovation management, the UP-DP
staff co'ald focus more time, energy, talent, and attention on other aspects of
the project which are potentially much more important to improving services
and health status.

The service improvement aspects of the UHDP must be greatly strengthened if
any health benefits of the project are to accrue to the populations to be
served. This will require reorganization of the UHDP central office and
delegation of authority (and especially of influence over distribution of
incentives) to project components and within them. The overall objective of
these changes would be to improve, focus, coordinate, and manage activities
intended to improve health services and their support.
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This will increase the UHDP's chances of contributing to improved health.

Achievement of this objective could even have some chance of facilitating

institutionalization and replication of health services improvements, if the

GOE an,! MON were to decide to invest in such efforts.

In the recent past, the MOH has allocated insufficient and decreasing funds to

cover the operating expenses of facilities, including new ones. Operating

funds must include adequate incentives for good or outstanding performance by

providers and managers, within performance guidelines and delivery systems

which still remain to be developed as some of the most essential parts of this

project. In order to increase funds available for operating expenses

(particularly incentives), "Economic Clinics" could be widely instituted

within the project. This would improve the financial .base of MOB services,

and it would also make possible a performance-linked provider incentive

program. Economic clinics would help the MOH attempt to address some of the

basic constraints under which it operates (i.e., inadequate operating funds,

forced employment at relatively low pay of large numbers of physicians, and

little effective control of "incentives").

In attempting to improve the quality and public acceptance of MCH services

provided by the MOH, options not included in the original project design

should be considered. One example might be rotation of staff from the

proposed CSPM and from higher-prestige non-MOB facilities through MOH

facilities. Full use should be made of the findings of the Urban Health

Sector Assessment in the innovative redesic*'. and provision of services to

promote their acceptance and use by the target groups. If a "pyramidal"

system of rAerral and treatment is to be established, for example, (as

envisioned in the Pxoject Paper) full attention should be given to the

Assessment's findings regarding patient fY-o between the various systems,

including the use of hospital outpatient facilities for 'primary care". It

may be necessary to promote better services at the hospital outpatient

departments which many patients prefer, :ather than hoping rather futilely to

lure them away La MOH outpatient 
facilities.

The disparities between MOH and USAID objectives for the UHDP might best be

summarized as the distinction between MOH's interests in construction,

renovation and equipment, and USAID's interests in service improvement.

Service improvements might be advanced more effectively if acquisition of

things the MOH wants ,were made contingent in future project agreements upon

changes likely to lead to improvement of health services or health status.

(An example would be to make some MOH-desired construction contingent upon

prior development and application of a plan to link payment of provider

incentives to personnel performance against present standards. The UHDP

Executive Director told the evaluation team that the MOH soon expects to be

able to give substantial incentives as part of a government-wide program.)

Detailed recommendations for the implementation of these approaches to

increasing the effectiveness of the UHDP follow in Section 8 of this report.

An Action Timetable and Responsibilities Chart is niven as Annex F.
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8. Recommendations

8.1 Project Organization and Management

Reorganize the UHDP Cairo central office (See suggested structure below)
to facilitate the staff's achievement of UHDP objectives. The
reorganization should specifically focus on the primary objective of
improving health services provided by the project's urban health
facilities. Management responsibilities for construction, renovation and
equipping of facilities should be carried out by DMJM/Kidde, Alemara, and
Westinghouse, respectively. Monitoring responsibilities should be
conducted by a USAID engineer and a person to be assigned to be a proposed
new position that should be created within the project office (both as
recommended below). The executive project director should rely on this
system for day-to-day management and monitoring and should limit personal
involvement to executive decisions involving policy. The reorganization
should rearrange present personnel and units to assure better focus and
coordination within the project office for improving health services.
Unit director authority should be commensurate with responsibilities (and
to be effective must include greater influence over decisions related to
incentive payments to staff under their supervision).

/USAID Proj.Mngr./ ---------- /Exec.Dir./* ---------------------- /CSPM/&USA ID En--r----.tinhose

Renovation, Construc.,& Eqlmt. Admin. Suport Health Services Im rovement*

Ale ra DMJH/ Weting- 0 T H -.
IKidde house r r 1 v 0

Admin. Finance g a t a c
& i h 1
M n & S
g i E S e
m n d • t r
t g a v

t

M HOH Zone Directors, who are Assistant Executive Directors of UHDP (See
next recommendation), are not shown in this diagram, which addresses
internal office reorganization.

• Within the key organizational change establishing three groups of UHDP
central units (Thnovation, Construction, and Equipment; Health Services
Improvement; and Administrative Support), a revised plan for assignment of
units to those groups and of functions to those units should be developed
and included in the revised UHDP implementation plan. The unit "I
assignments shown here are given only as examples
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More effectively involve the regular MOH hierarchy in the implementation
of changes and improvements under the project (e.g., the Governorate
Undersecretary of Health, the zone directors, other zone officials, and
health facility directors). This will require, among other things,
incentives for their performance now in implementing those changes and
later, beyond 1986, in maintaining and adjusting them over time.
Appropriate counterparts from the governorate health staff and from each
zone should be assigned to the heads of each unit of the UHDP.
Implementation of health service improvement aspects of the project should
be done through the MOH structure, with UHDP central staff members acting
as program planners, technical support staff, and consultants for the
governorate and zone staff of the MOH. (As an example, the zone directors
should be active in directing service improvement implementation in their
zones, and the other employees in each zone who are paid incentives for
full time UHDP implementation work should in fact be working full time on
that implementation under the project's increased emphasis on improving
ser-ices.)

The Project should develop and use basic project planning, tracking, and
management tools (flow charts of critical events and their timing;
periodic formal reviews of project status and of. individual staff and work
group performance; etc.). This should be done with assistance from
Westir~ghouse, and might be facilitated by the services of an expatriate
planner for 3 to 6 months and the services within the project of an
Egypt.ai who could perform some of the functions performed by Eng.
Gazebeiah under ECTOR's MOH contract.

There should be a monthly joint meeting of Alexandria and Cairo UDP
(alternating between Cairo and Alexandria) for exchange of program
information and experience (e.g., in training and programming) and for
joint coordination of procurement, etc.

ECTOR should analyze, interpret, and present the results of the Urban
Health Sector Assessment in such ways as to provide key decision makers
with information which they can and will use in making mwjor policy and
operational decisions in and regarding the health sector. ECTOR should
continue those activities, either under an extended UHDP contract or as
UHDP special consultants.

The project should make available to the Minister of Health and to other
key health sector decision makers ECTOR capabilities for strategy
formulation and planning in the health sector, using existing UHDP funds
to finance (as "innovative activities") ECTOR activities in these areas
and in focused health services research to support them.

The availability of innovative funds (total of $2.5 million) should not be
"advertised", but rather the funds should be used to support (as
opportunities arise) activities which the GOE and USAID consider to
support the purpose of the UHDP
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The Center for Preventive and Social Medicine (CSPM) portion of this
special evaluation, postponed until January of 1983, should focus on what
progress has taken place in terms of the stated objectives of the CSPM,
and not only on construction planning. Institutionalized MOH - Cairo
University Faculty of Medicine relationships, including ongoing staff
interchanges between the two institutions, will be key to achieving these
non-construction objectives, and plans for such relationships should be
carefully examined. The January 1983 evaluation should be carried out

over a period of approximately three weeks by a two-person team (Drs.
Eugene Boostrom and Roy Smith, if available). It would be very beneficial
to have the participation of Dr. Julius Richmond during part of the time,
probably beginning near the end of the second week. Special inputs to the
evaluation should be sought from Dr. Mahmoud Gabr of Cairo University
Faculty of Medicine, from the Dean of the Suez Canal University Faculty of
Medicine, Dr.Zohair Nooman, and from the MOH ufficial who would assure
later continuation of MOH participation in guiding and operating the CqPM.

e.2 Cairo MOH Activities and Inputs

8.2.1 Cairo MOH Construction, Renovation, and Equipment

Abolish the Senior Engineering Consultant position (contract expires
December 1982) and those of his two assistants. This should all be

accomplished within by December 1, 1982.

USAID technical monitoring of uonstruction and renovation aspects of the

project :hould be shifted from HRDC to IDP9. This will require 3 to 5
full work days p-r month, and essentially full time work during bidding
and certain other critical periods, of A U.S. engineer with experience in

monitoring and managing construction and renovation oZ public facilities

in developing countries. Occasional assistance (one to four work days per

month) will be required of a USAID E-.ptian engineer in support of the

USAID Americ.n engineer.

Create a new (intermediate level) poqition in the project to give the

executive director necessary non-technical administrative support and
monitoring for construction and renovation aspe'ts of the project. See

suggested scope of work for this position in the USAID Engineer's repprt
done &s part of this evaluation (Annex D).

Extend Alemara's A&E contract beyond the present October 1982 expiration
date until completion of renivations, adjusting the scope of work and
payment schedule in view of delays and of changes in renovation contract
scopes of work.

Immediately stop external additions presently planned in the renovations
of at least five of the eleven privately owned facilities, until
USAID-Cairo (Legal Office) is satisfied by GOE certification or other
means that:
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a) there are not unacceptably high risks that the GOE will lose use and
control of those facilities and

b). the GOE has legal authorization to proce6d with the scheduled/planned
renovation'work.

Immediately review legal right of MOH to conduct interior renovations in
the eleven privately owned facilities, and assess risk (cost/benefit) of
continuing renovations should legal right be clouded. The GOE should
immediately provide to USAID the legal documents necessary for these
reviews.

Assure that all equipment and furniture necessary for the improvement and
acceptance of services at the renovated M OH facilities will be ready for
installation and operation when renovations are completed, to avoid
further delays in opening and possible lessened impact on services and on
their effectiveness and public acceptance.

The MOH must officially assign counterparts to the Westinghouse Eqcuipment
Specialist so that planning can proceed for providing equipment for the
GUHCs and the CSPM and so that necessary preparations for supply and
maintenance can b. made.

8.2.2 Cairo 14011 Service Improvemett, Truining, & T.A.

*Econowr.c Clinics" charging reasonable foeb should be widely instituted
and evaluated uiader the UIIDP, with the clinics' income being used (in
accordance with MOH regulations) for &j-.,)oses including performance-linked
monetary incentives to providers (and to zone personnel if possible).
This is necessary becauue it is widely agreed at all levels that continued
lack of effective monetary incentivbti would probably mean continued
substandard staff attendance and performance in the upgraded facilities.
Experience in Egypt, as elsewhere, indicates that to be effective
incentives must be tied to monitoree performance.

The project should make full and effective use of the technical assistance
available to it under the estinghouse contract, with a clear
concentration of both project and technical a'nistanca efforts on
improving health services delivered at or thruugh MOI urban health
facilities.

(NOTE: The next three rocom.-endations are intended to Improve support by
the central UIIDP staff of widespread implbmntation of b.isic health
services improvements throughout the 32 Cairo facilities involved in the
project. It may be necessary, in addition to the Torn pilot offort, to
phase certain aspects of those improvements by selecting ono or more
facilities in each of the four remaining zones for initial implementation

'4/
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of those aspects. Other improvenents, however, 'can and should be
immediately implemented in all of the UHIDP facilities, using regular MOH
zone and facility staff with backing from the UIIDP.)

Immediately implement in the project's health facilities (in coordination
and conjunction with related efforts of other groups) service delivery
improvements of demonstrated effectiveneas (e.g., strengthened ORT, home
visiting, and community outreach).

Extend training and service improvement activities to the North and East
Zones of Cairo, rather than doing only renovation and construction in
those zones.

Im diately develop and implement a simple plan and schedule (based on

present staff capabilities) for activities to be carried out by health
facility staffs while facilities are being renovated. The plan might
emphasize 'utreach and community orientation activities and introduce
priority activities to be carried out later in and through the renovated
facilities. Implement this plan in those facilities where entimated
renovation completion dates are later than January 15, 1903.

Plan and prepare immediately to implement, monitor, revise, and evaluate
activities at the Tora GURIC (and tn use results immediately to improve
activities at other cnters), so that effectivc pilot operations at the
center can begin as soon as the renovations at the Tora center have been
completed.

Develop a plan to train and utilize .3lected governoratt., zone, and
facility staff members in the implementation of health services
improvements in all facilitioh involved in the UIIDP. This will reo-tre

incentives linked to 9Jod performance in those areas on the part of both
UIIDP and regular MOl1 staff. It will also rqu(ire organization of the UIIDP
central staff specifically to support those efforts, probably thr.ugh
formation of teams which will assist zon. and facility staff to initiate

improv4d iervices in each facility as it opens after renovation or

construction.

Project planning staff ahould exercise flexibility in determining which

services .-id activities will be given priority in service improvements, in

order to maximize health benefits of the services (e.g., In determining

Implementation priorities and schodulo during and aftor ronovations, and
in adding or replacing activities in the light of added knowlidge and
experience later Jn the project).

Training must produce demonstrated competance of workorn for tanku which
their jobs require In Implementing service improvements. The project must
focue, organize, time, and validate training activities to accomplish this.
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Out-of-country training should be more focussed on the needs of the
project and should not be taken as a "given*. Determination of future
intended use of the trainee and appropriateness of the trainee's new or
currently assigned position, in light of new training, should be mutually
agreed upon prior to initiation of training request.
This will require
stronger justification from the UHDP staff and a greater involvement of
Westinghouse advisors in developing future training plans. Consideration
must be given to a more useful distribution of scholarships, -with fewer
tours and visits to previously-visitdd sites and by those who have already
benefited from project-sponsored trips. Specifically, many of the trips
should be used as incentives and learning experiences for zone personnel
and for MOH officials who will be able to use their knowledg- tr. improve
and operate MOH health services in future years.

The CSPM's organization and activities should be directed clearly toward
accomplishment of the stated objectives of the CSPM and those of the UHDP.

8.3 Alexandria MOH'Activities and Inputs

MOH activitice under the project in Alexandria should:

Be carried out under local dlr:tction and with local control of
MOH incentive funds assigned to that part of the project.

Include (adt.tional?) service improvement efforts, without
awaiting Caiyo U11DP progress. The director and staff of the
Alexandria U'HDP should develop a proposal to do this, for
potential r.dditional funding under the "Innovative" activities
project funds.

Continue to build on the ongoing training efforts of the
Alexandria governorate MOH and to introduce new methods of

training.

Have support from the UHDP Cairo staff, as needed and on re,,.est.

Have the full time services of fully qualified personnel for the
four positions and support personnel which the MOR is committed
to supply under the grant agreement. MOH should recertify this
before AID releases funds for renovation contracts.

Develop and use basic project planning, tracking, and management
tools (flow charts of critical events and their timings periodic
formal reviews of project status and of individual staff and
work group performancei etc.). This could be done by Robert
1hrey under his present personal services contract, with
assistance from the expatriate planner suggested to work for 3
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to 6 months dn the same tasks in Cairo and possibly with the
services within the Alexandria project of an Egyptian who could
perform some of the functions performed by Gazebeiah under
ECTOR's H contract.

8.3.1 Alexandria MOH Renovation and Equipment of 11 MCH Centers

Health facility renovations in Alexandria should take full advantage of
the 2roject's experiences in renovations in Cairo, in order to avoid, as
possible, the legal, contractual, and procedural problems encountered and
expected in Cairo, specifically:

Do not hire a consultant to supervise the AGE contractor.

Do create a new (intermediate level) position to give the Alexandria
WUDP director necessary non-technical administrative support ana
monitoring for construction and renovation aspects of the project.

Do involve MCH center personnel in functional planning for
renovations.

Do use USAID engineers to monitor progreas'and provide other
engineering assistance for this component.

Do have lejal permissions lined up from private owners before
.4enovations begin.

Do not move clinic staff into temporary facilities until renovations
are actually ready to begin (i.e., permissions obtained; contractors
mobilized; etc.)

Do closely coordinate equipment needs with UHDP Cairo staff.

Do prepare justifications, schedules, utilization and maintenance
plans, and administrative control procedures for vehicles required
for the MCH clinics.

8.3.2 Alexandria MO! Service Improvement, Training, & T.A.

Keep the size of the Alexandria UHDP staff small. Emphasize use of
present MOH officials and staff and of their knowledge and experience,
within their present regular MOH positions, in developing and implementing
the project's training and service improvement activities.

Project planning staff should exercise flexibility in determining which
services and activities will be given priority in service improvements, in
order to maximize health benefits of the services (e.g., in determining
implementation priorities and schedules during and after renovations, and
in adding or replacing activities in the light of added knowledge and
experience later in the project)



Develop a plan and a definite schedule for activities to be carried out by

health facility staffs while the facilities are being renovated (perhaps
emphasizing outreach and community orientation activities, and introducing
the priority activities to be carried out later in and through the
renovated facilities).

8.4 Alexandria HIe Inputs and Activities (Computer and Informat.on System
Equipment, and Related Training and Technical Assistance)

Plans for the Alexandria HIe portion of the UHDP should include adequate
provision for:

Ongoing analysis by HIe0 of their information needs and of HI0
capacity to interpret and use the inrormation system's outputs., with
feedback into the system to add, delete, or modify content,
procedures, and outputs.

Incentivqs adequate to permit development (or recruitment) and
retention of personnei with adequate computer and information systems
skills.

8.5 USAID Management and Monitoring/Evaluati'n of Utii)P

USAID should request that a pair of monthly status/progress reports (2 to
3 pages each) be submitted by UHDP Cairo and UHDP Alexandria, in order to
assist the USAID Project Officer in monitoring the project and to
constantly call implementation progress in all areas to the attention of
the projects' directors. One of the pairs of reports would cover
construction, renovation, and equipment, and the other would cover health
services imnrovements. Each would cover:

Status reports of key items (possibly using a prepared form)

againat planned progress

Items completed (including problems xesolved)

New problems requiring action.



ANEX A

Scope of Work for the
Special Evaluation of the UHDP,

August/September 1982

A. Introduction

The Urben Health Delivery Systems Project was last evaluated in Hay

1982 by the A.R.E. Project and Westinghouse Health Systems Contractor

staff. All phases of this multifaceted project were reviewed

including interventions being planned to improve health services;

technical assistance provided by contractors; incountry training;

cooperation between the MOH and the University of Cairo; construction

and work; and commodity procurement'. TVe evaluators made

recommendations to the Project Executive Director on the future

direction of the Project.

This special USAID evaluation will use the May 1982, 24 month

evaluation as a starting point in an effort to analyze those

*recommendation s, build upon them and to provide the A.R.E. 
and USAID

with further suggestions for the implemen.ation of the Project 
over

the next 24 months.

B. Objective

The overall objective of the evaluation team (Dr. Eugene

Booshrom-AID/W, I*.. Rourt Rucker-USAID/Program, with Mr. John

Wiles-USAID/Health-as the coordinator) will be to review the Project

in terms of its impact on achieving its stated purpose of 
"to make the

existing urban health care system more accessible and effective"; 
and

to determine whether or not resources -valiable to the Project are

being used to the maximum benefit of the Project. The team will also

consider changes in the Project design and in the implementation

schedule contained in the Project Paper which would clearly 
improve

implementation of the Project through its compleuion 
date (Novemaber

1986).

C. Specific Tasks

In order to arrive at the evaluation objective, the team will:

1. Review and become familiar with the contents of'the 24 month

evaluation report, the Project Paper, the Project Work Plan 
and other

documents as appropriate.
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2. Develop a better understanding of the actual nature and

workings of the Project by -attending briefings conducted by the

Egyptian Project Staff, contractors, USAID staff and others as

suggested by the Executive Project Director and USAID,.(e.g. MOH

officials, members of the Project Executive Board, Universit

representatives - note: evaluation of the Center for Social and

Preventive Medicine (CSPM) component of the Project is being delayed

until January 1983 at the request of the Project Executive Director'.

3. Conduct indepth reviews of the various program components

through individual interviews with all project staff and contractors.

4. Conduct a selected series of interviews with clinic personnel,

users and others (e.g. Zone officials outside the MOH, private

community groups) as appropriate to obtain a sense of the impact of

the project on the target groups. This will be done with the

assistance of an Egyptian Social Scientist, Dr. Nawal. Nadim.

5. Review the status of construction and renovation work with the

assistance of Mr. Robert Cook, USAID/Engineering.

D. *Questions/Issues to be Considered

1. What is the status of the Project ,n relation to its purposc?

Is this still the appropriate purpose that can be achieved by the end

of the Project (November 1986)?

2. The original project design envibioied "develop
4ng within the

MOH the capability to perform on a -ontinuing basis, assessments of

the health sector designed to provide the data and information

required to plan, implement and evaluate delivery of health services

which are more relevant to the needs of the consumers". ECTOR,

through a contract with the MOH, has conducted fairly extensive

assbssments in somep of the project areas. What u3e has been made of

this data? Ha3 any institutionalization of the planning process taken

place in the MOH. and/or in the Project Office as a result of this

work? What are the prospects for the future? Is the

institutionalization of a function (i.e. Health Planning) outside the

immediate project organization a reasonable objective for a project of

this nature? Or, should it be a separate project? What can Ve done

to strengthen the health planning capability of the Project Office and

the Governorates/Zones by the Project? Is this the more- appropriate

role for the Project?

3. Is the existing organizational structure for implementing the

Project now appropriate in view of the fact that activities have

expanded to a second urban'area, and might conceivably be expanded to

other urban areas in the immediate future? Should further

decentralization be considered for Cairo? Should resources other then

the MOK's be uded to support activities in Alexandria, as for example

the High Institute of Public Health? L
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4. What is the status of construction/renovation activities? Are
changes needed in contracts? What are the current estimates for
completion of all work by type? Are planned project funds for this
work sufficient?

5. Construction/renovation activities have consumed a large
portion of the Executive Project Director's and Project Officer's time.
Should the present system of having technical staff oversee
construction/renovation continue? Or, should oversight be moved to
other organizational units (e.g. for USAID to the Engineering Office;
and for the Project Office, to an office in the GOE which normally
takes care of this type of work) thus allowing the Project Staff to
devote more of their time to the technical aspects of the Project?

6. What is the status of interventions (e.g. ORT, Drug Packaging)
being developed by the Project Staff? Are they replicable to other
areas, and specifically to Alexandria? Should other interventions be

considered along with the ones already developed? What mechanism
should be used to insure a smooth transfer of knowledge gained from
Cairo to other urban areas; and from other areas to Cairo?

7. How many and what types of people have been trained in-country
under the Project? Have organizational changes bcnn made which give
these people the opportunity to use the training received (e.g. are
supervisors also trained in the new concepts; are job descriptions
being revised to take in account new duties, etc.)? What should the
future emphasis be?

8. How many and what categories of staff have received training

abroad? What use is bei,, made of this training? Are the Project
Paper projections for training still valid (i.e., 2 per year for

long-term academic; 4 per year, short-term academic; and 6 per year
observational)? If not, what would be a mo-e appropriate mix?

9. Originally, it was planned that the Westinghouse Contract
Technical staff would work only with the Cairo staff. Is this still
appropriate? Is TA a necesjity for other urban areas? Should the WHS

contract be '.he vehicle for providing this TA if needed in other
areas? What types of consultants are needed in the future?

10. What is the attitude of clinic staff and the urirs of the

services towards the Project? Has there been any impact on their use
of facilities as a result of improved services 4it may be too early to
judge this)? Do users feel that the project can be of benefit to them
in the future?

II. The Center for Social and Preventive Medicine is to provide a
link between the government (MOH) and the university setting. What is
the likelihood of this happening? Should links between the CSPM and
other urban areas be fostered?
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12. Are the Health Insurance Organization (HIO) activities being

funded under the Project still appropriate (i.e. computer purchase and

TA to use it)? Should TA be broadened? Are there other needs?

13. Funds were made available in Amendment #2 of the Project Paper

for "innovative activities". The HIO component is one such activity.

What should the priorities be for other possible activities? What

type of activities should not be funded? In view of the already

complicated nature of the project (in terms of implementation), should

innovative activities be eliminated altogether (execpt for HIO)?

14. What is the status of commodity procurement for the General

Urban Health Clinics and the CSPM? Are additional vehicles needed?

15. What is the status of Family Planning activities in the

project areas? Are redirections needed?

16. Other questions and issues that may arise as the evaluation

proceeds may also be pursued by the team.



ANNEX B

Principal Reference Materials

Used by the Special Evaluation Team.

1. Project Paper, UHDSP, October 14, 1978

2. Project Paper Amendment No. 1, UHDSP, August 30, 1979

3. Project Paper Amendment No. 2, UHDSP, June 25, 1981

4. UHDSP Project; 24 Month Review and Recommendations for Future
Implementation, May 25, 1982.

5. Urban Health Project Summary, E. Leonard, April 14, 1982

G. Notes on the 24 Month Review and Recommendations, E. Boostrom,
June 1982

7. Final Report on ronsultation (CSPM), Roy Smith, July 1982

8. Evaluation Study oin Services and Performance in MCH1s and GUHC's,
September 7, 982

9. Implementation Plan, UHDSP September 1981

10. Plan of Action, CSPM, July 1981
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ANNEX C

Key Persons Contacted by the
Special Evaluation Team,
August/September, 1982

1. UHDSP Central Office (Cairo)

Dr. Nabahat Fouad, Executive Project Director
Dr. Farouk Gaffar, Director Organization and Management Unit
Dr. Insaf Hanna, Director Human Resources Unit
Dr. Ibrahim Missak, Director IEC Unit
Mrs. Ikbal Hanna, Social Work/Outreach Section
Dr. Fawzy Gadalla, Chief Technical Consultant
Dr. Ahmed Talaat, Chief Engineering Consultant
Dr. Wafik Hassouna, Principal Investigator FCTOR

2. MO11

Dr. Osman el-Zimaity, Undersecretary of State for Health, Cairo
Dr. Said Tawfik, Undersecretary of State for Health, Alexandria
Dr. Nahmoud El Mattery, General Director for Health, Old Cairo Zone
Dr. Mohamed Fathi Sheba, General Director for Health, South Zone
Dr. Waded Attalla Boulos, General Director for Health, North Zone
Dr. Mahmoud Abd el-Salarm Ali, General Director for Health, Zeiton Zone
Dr. Said e2. Sharkawy, General Director for Health, Shobra Zone
Dr. Gamal El Din Nasr Mansour, General Director for Health, Helwan Zone
Dr. MohAned Shawki Tomoun, General Director for Health, Abdin Zone
Dr. Mahroud Khairy Said, General Diructor for Health, West Zone
Dr. Doraya Lelin, General Director for Health, East Zone

3. CSI-d

Dr. Mamdouh Gabr, Director, Pediatrics Departmwnt
Dr. Hussein Kanel, Professor of Pediatrics
Dr. Ahmed Safwat Shukry, Pediatrics Derartment
Dr. Ahmed Kotb, Professor of Pediatrics
Dr. JImed Hrnafy, General Director Cairo University Hospital
Dr. Lotfy El Sayyad, General Director, MCH, MOH

4. Alexandria UHDP

Dr. Nawal Kassem, Project Director
Dr. Amira Kamel, Training
Dr. Hassan Rashod, Interventions



5. HI0

Dr. Mohamed Shehata, Director North-Western Branch, Alexandria

6. Contractors

Dr. Steve Simon, Chief of Party, Westinghouse Health Systems, (WHS)
Mr. Forest Neal, Equipment Sjcialist, WHS
Mr. Elton Kern, A & E DMJ4/KIDDE
Mr Robert Emery, Technical Advisor for Alexandria
Dr. I. 'Karim, A & E, Alemara

7. USAID

Owen Cylke, Acting Director (at the time)
Williaw D. Oldham, MD, Director, Office of Health
John Blackton, Special Assistant to the Dirrctor
Emily Leonard, Program Economist, tormer Project Officer
Riad Imam, Engineer



ANNIEX D

Special Evaluation of the
MOH Urban Health Delivery Systems Project

USAID Engineer's Report on
Facility Renovation and Construction.

by
Mr. Robert Cook

1. Objective

I was asked by HRDC/H to review this project with the primary
objective of evaluating construction and a secondary objective of
developing suggestions for managing construction elements of this
project and of possible future HRDC projects.

2. MCI! Center Renovation Activities

2.1 MCH Center Renovation Activities: Overview

Discussion of Cairo Area Projects: Of the 22 MCH clinics being
remodeled, none are ready for occupancy at this time, although
renovation work at 4 clinics (Masr El Kadima, Helwan Masakin,
Shoubra 2nd and El 4aadi) should be complete by October 1st. The
scope of work on each clinic varies from internal renovation with
minimum alteration to complete re.onstruction. The quality of work
observed waR good to very good, especially when compared to work
cbserved on other ATD-funded projects.

2.1.1 Project Organization (Engineering)

The A & E Consultant to the 140H for the MCH center renovations is a
firm called Alemara, which reports directly to the UHDP Executive
Director, Dr Nabahat Fouad. Alemara's chief representative is Dr.
Eng. Ibrahim Karim. Dr. Nabahat has also obtained the services of
an additional private consultant engineering advisor, Dr. Eng. Ahmed
Talaat. Engineer Talaat'. role is that of advisor to Dr Nabahat,
and he has no official jurisdictional role in the project.

The project's renovation work is divided into five zones, and all
work in a zone is combined as a unit under one contract. The & & E
consultant (Alemara) has organized his field surveillance by zones.

2..2 Basis for Comments on Findings

In attempting to define problem areas and their sources and
implications, I have encountered a welter of claims, counter claims,
conflicting otatements and biases. The comments presented heroin
are to the beat of my knowledge accurate and in all cases represent
my observations or a consensus of persons interviewed.
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2.2 MCH Clinic Design Deldys

2.2.1 Delay caused by loss of original drawings

The project schedule was thrown into disarray at the outset. The
MOH was unable to find the original drawings of the facilities,

which required Alemara to measure and redraw the "as-built" drawings
for each building. This is the first design delay in the project

and is an MOH responsibility. These drawings had been available
when ECTOR made an initial study, but disappeared in the intervening
period.

2.2.2 Delays Caused by Increase in Scope of Work

Background:

Under the ECTOR program (in 1978), a study was made by Yousef Shafik

regarding the upgrading of the MCH Clinics. The MCH Clinic

remodeling proj~ect which is now underway, and is the major subject
of this report, was spawned from that report. There are some
differences in the ssessment of the amount of rehabilitation needed

as descr±bed in that report, and as finally performed. Ten of the
2L Clinics were included in the ECTOR report and the present project

scope was written with that report as a basis. In my di-cussions
with Dr. Nabahat, she was unaware of the a.istence of this report as
a basis for the scope of work. The development of the total scope
of work which included all 22 MC{ Clinics wao not indepth enough to

accurately assess the work needed, partially due to the
superficiality of the Shafik report.

The specifications (IFB) in Annex II of the study lists the sites,
with two general categories of scopes or work. These categories
are: "Category I - Require repair in sanitation, flooring,
painting, electrical installations, and other non-structural

improvements. Category II - Require m&jor repairs in the building,
which could include some reconstruction."

Both of these categories indicate a much more modest amount of work
than that ultimately contracted for (i.e., than that found to be

necessary by Alemart and the MOH). My observation was that all
sites required at least "Category II" level work and that most'went
well beyond that; as an example, Helwan Awal is effectively a new
building. This increased scope required more design effort and more

project funds. This is the second design delay in the project and
it is the most serious as it produced the third delay. This delay
can be attributed to the lack of in-depth study of the original
scope of work.

2.2.3 Delay Caused by Necessity to Obtain Increased Funding From
AID/Wi

The bid opening was delayed extensively while awaiting increased
funding from AID/W. This is the 3rd design delay and is a direct
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result of the failure to properly evaluate the scope of )rk.

2.2.4 Delay caused by rebidding

The IFB had to be issued a second time when all the bids received
exceeded the Engineer's estimate, and a third bid was required as
competition was lacking on bids for the buildings in Zone 2. This
reb. dding process is the 4th design delay and is not attributable to
any particular agency or person. However, some delay was caused
because Alemara had misinterrreted USAID approval of designs as
approval of IFB and prematurely issued the IFB.

At this point MOH personnel stated: (1) proper permission to erect
temporary clinics (referred to as "shacks") had Leen obtained, (2)
permission to make addition to rented property had been obLained
from the appropriate officials and landlords, (3) the local 14011
clinic personnel were aware that they would nave to vacate the MC||
center buildings and rove into the temporary facilities. These
three issues are stated here as they lead to virtually all of the
delays in the construction period. Alemara and Engineer Talaat both
state that those issues had been discussed at a general meeting at
which MOH zone directc-s stated that they had the proper
permissions. This is verified by USAID personnel who attended that
meeting.

2.2.4 Survmary of Dcign Stage Delays:

1) Loss of original drawings (which re uired Alcmara to
remeasuro and redraw the buildings) (MOH reaponibility).

2) Increase in scope of work (requiring more design time and
more priject funds) (Initial A&E Consultant - ECTOR Study).*

3) Necessity of getting additional funding (and approval of
that funding from AID/14) (Sea 3 above).

4) Rebidding (See 3 above).

5) 'ailure to get USAID approval prior to issuing IFD
(Alemara).

2.4 Comment on the Design Delays in MCI Center Rnnovations

Remodeling/ronovation projects are notoriously difficult to as0ess,
and they often involve increases In scope. ovorthls, the
original scope of work should have been much more 4ccurataly dofined
than it was. All of the above delays can be conniderod nomewhat
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normal, although more extensive than usual (and certainly
regrettable), except for the loss of the original drawings which is
most unusual. Considering the above, the delays in the design/bid

phase of these projects are understandable. The redrawing of the
"as-builts" was accomplished more promptly than would normally be

expected.

3 MCH Clinic Construction

3.1 MCH Clinic Construction: Overview

As the contracts were awarded and the contractors attempted to start

work, major problems began to emerge and the project began to
unravel.

3.1.1 Construction delays caused by the vicisitudt.q of working on
rented properties

Excessive delays have been exporienced because of a failure on the

part of MO1 to obtain adequate permission to perform work on rented

properties. This is the first maor construction delay and io one

of the most serious an it haa caused several of the otiur delays.

It is cliarlv the responsibility of MOll to give thie contractors

clear acc.ss to the work they have contracted to porform. This

problem will cor-ainl. bu tho b, nis of clain:s and could result in

stranuou: offorts bh the landlords to r,-po;:;sc th:ier propartles.
Thback.,.n. of t1,; 2 ,;m :, p .exp aint.d in fc;l 1'a : . ver.il of

the cl incs (I! of 22, art- rented from pr-vate 1ag,1lorU7, which
introduce:i special problems. Hecnuse the ronts are ×cee-,inly low

and the -nant (MOII) 1s virtually imposniiblo to evict, the property
owner han little inccntivo to cooiperate. There aro li~qal limit.-,

under Eiyptian law, relaLding the amount ,%nd typo of work that can

be performovd on rented property without the owv,.r's jnrm.:.sion.

It ih not clear whoehur the MOl failed to get per-tinalon from the

property owners, or whether the owner* gay- vorba! p rmiinnion which

they later revoked, or denied. It is certain that the parminSion 1.

now disputed and h-n been a aource of aqgravatlon, delay .nd
additional cost to the contractor. The ownern object to the

remodeling, as well an the additionn, and hav. haramntd the
contractors by visiting the mites regularly and objectinq to overy
thing. Thin delay in the ma3or cauna of tho redoniqn, 4nd the
Inability of M011 to glve the contractorn unrentrictod exces to
their projects. (San paragrapho 3.1.3 and 3.1.5). It ha. also
produced temporary clinic location delays, (noa ParAJraph 3.1.2) and

it raises the issue of landow,.ro reclaiming this property da
discuseed in Paragraph 3.2.1.
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3.1.2. Delays caused by disputed temporary clinic locations.

Temporary clinics are to be constructed where necessary-to allow
continued MCH Clinic operation. These are either on the same
property as the clinics or on public land in the vicinity. These
shacks have been erected, torn down, and reerected at another
locations several times, in several instances.

Apparently the MOH simply made the assumption that they could erect
temporary clinics on their rented property and/cr they had verbal
permission which was later revoked. Where clinics were constructed
on public land, it seems that proper. permission was dbtained from
the local authorities. These local authorities have difficulty
maintaining a consistent position. In several cases, it appears
they have subsequently revoked the permission capriciously when an
objection arose. This is the second major construction delay and 4s
clearly the fault of the government. MOH should have been aware of
the problem of siting these temporary shacks on privat3 property,
however they have no ipparent involvement in the dispute regarding
public placement. The net resulL has been a variety of bizarre
occurrences, including: landlords' re-seizing portions of their.
property and building apartment houses or fences; arrest of
contractor crews for trespassing; physical assault3 on contractor
personnel; destruction of construrtion already in place; theft of
stored material; other harassment.

Zone 3 has been especially a problem as there is a sort of local
range war perpetually in progress in that area between verious
factions. (Note: Residents may iave ibjected to the use of public
land for temporary clinic facilities because they are skeptical of
the goverment's intention to return them to other -ublic use.)
Dr. Nabahat blames this problem on one official who has since been
transferred. Nevertheless, this is an on-going problem with the
latest incident occuring as recently as August 23rd of this year.
In at least one instance a temporary building has been erected three
time& and dismantled. In the zone near Ramses Squaze (Zone 1) the
contractor complains that he has been prohibited from starting in 3
of 5 buildings for this reason. Although it is normally desirable
to get local citizen involvement in this type of project, the m~nner
and type of involvement in these instances have been
counter-productive.

3.1.3 Delays caused by redesign

In an attempt to avoid these complications and to prove that the
additions are of a temporary nature, a decision was made to redesign
5 of the additions, utilizing aluminum. (The aluminum additions are
discussed separately in thiu report.) During construction the clinic
building at El Musky was found to be in an advanced state of
deterioration and in need extensive structural repairs. Since the
contract for this zone contained no quantities for additions this
work must be renegotiated. Also the contractor has written a letter

51
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denying any responsibility for the repairs due to the state of the

building. El Qalaa-required redesign of the additions because of

owner objection to its placement. Boulahia will require redesign

when the structural problem is resolved. This is the third

construction delay and is ongoing.

3.1.4 Delays Caused by Resistance of Local Clinic Personnel

MCH center personnel have been reluctant to vacate premises or to

move into smaller temporary facilities. The contractors and Alemara

state that significant delays were encountered in getting the clinic

personnel to move into temporary facilities, and in some cases the

personnel refused to let the contractors begin work initially. The

size and type of construction of the shacks was one problem

mentioned. In other instances, the operating personnel seemed to be

reluctant to interrupt their services. Generally these problems

were resolved by negotiation betweeen the contractors and the clinic

personnel; often a tradeoff resulted with some favor given to the

clinic personnel, such as allowing them to remain in one or two

buildings while others were being renovated and so on. This is the

fourth construction delay and is the reponsibility of MOH. Dr

Nabahat denied that th's problem occurred in more than 10% of the

clinics, although the contractors and Alemara state that it occurred

repeatedly.

3.1.5 De'ays caused by slow Payment of Invoices:

The contractors state that they have been receiving payments 2 to

3 months after submission of vouchers. They have had to suspend

work on occasion until invoices were paid. The contract calls for

20 days maximum between submission of i-'oice and payment. This is

the fifth constuuction delay and should be resolve6 immediately as

it is unfair and may result in claims. This delay may be an

outgrowth of the dispute on documentation of invoices which is

discussed later in this report. Alemara admits to being at fault

for at least a portion of these delays, and has arbitrarily delayed

payments recently in an attempt to get contractors to submit

progress schedules.

3.1.6 Delays caused by Inability of MOH to give contractors.

unrestricted access to their zones.

To avoid dealing with a different contractor on each clinic,and to

promote efficiencies a decision was made to let all the work in one

MOH administrative zone as a unit. The contractors submitted their

bids on that basis, and are now denied accesss to major portions of

their projects. Thu contractors point to this as one reason they

have been unable/unwilling to make better progress on the portions

that are accessible to them. This is an issue in 4 of 5 zones and

is the sixth construction delay. It is an outgrowth of the other

problems.
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3.1.7 Summary of Construction Delays:

1. Failure to get owners' firm written permission to remodel

privately owned property. (MOH)

2. Failure to provide for undisputed areas for temporary clinic
locations. (MOH)

3. Requirement to redesign additions to rented property using

temporary type materials. (OH)

4. Lateness of contractor payments. (Alemara)

S. Reluctance of doctors to vacate clinics or to occupy temporary
shacks. (::OH)

6. Inability of MOH to provide unrestricted access to all clinics
in a zone. (MOH and Local Government)

3.2 Comments on Constructiin Delays:

The progress on these renovations has been disappointing. However,
taking into consideration all of the above problems, it is not
surprising the proj.ect is well behind schedule.

Delays 1 and 2 are major delays which are as yet unresolved, and are

clearly management problems which should be resolved by MOH staff or

their consultants. They are not the responsibility of the A & E

Consultant or construction contractor. Delajs 3 and 4 are major

delays which are as yet unresolved, and are aggravated by the lack

of cooperation between Dr Talaat and Dr Karim. Delay 5 was a

relatively minor delay which seems to be resolved. Delay 6 is a

result of the other delays and the contracting mode. These delays

and suggestions for resolving them are summarized in paragraph 3.4
thru 3.4.4

3.2.1 Progress in Zone

It should be noted that in Zone 2 the work is proceeding quite well.
and the quality of the work is very good. It is my understanding
that the Zone Director and Alemara cooperated in solving problems in
this zone. This zone did not have either the aluminum redesign
problem or the "shack" problem, and the contractor has had

relatively unrestricted access to his work. Dr. Nabahat attributes

this success to the contractor, being in her words "a very good
contractor". It seems that the owner ..' the privately owned clinic

building (Helwan Awal) has been cooperative. This building was
completely redesigned after contract award. There is no written
agreement between the landowner and MOH regarding these
constructions.
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3.2.1 Latent Issues to be Considered

There are two large issues which have not been confronted to date.
First the contractors certainly have more than adequate grounds for

extensive claims, and in fact mentioned this subject peripherally in

our discussions. Secondly there has been concern expressed that the
owners have yet to be heard from. They may make a concerted effort

to reclaim their property based on legal technicalities. There is
ample evidence for this concern. At Ain Shams a portion of the site

has been seized by the owner and subdivided. At Al Zatoon the owner
has seized onehalf of the site and erected a 5 story apartment
building on it. At Al Musky the owner has convinced the local
authorities chat the building is unsafe, however this matter is now
being contended by MOH. At Al Assal the owner has erected a fence
which effectively precludes additions to the building.

3.3 Conflicts between Alemara and Engineer Talaat

An atmosphere of conflict seems to have evolved centering on
differences of opinion between Engr. Talaat and Engr. Karim. This
devisiveness tends to be an underlying and recurrent theme in
discussion with alaost all personnel contacted. They appear to have
beun a significant factor in prolonging sevoral of the delays.

3.4 Aluminum Additions

To obtain the functional ,-elationships considered desirtble by the

MOH, t1he original design included additions to seven of the rented

clinic buildings. As the MOH became more concerned about their

legal rights, a dc.csion was made to redesign the additions to 5 of

these buildings using a more temporar material, in this case

aluminum. These additions are designed to havy reinforced concrete

footings, a concrete slab floor, prefabricated dluminum walls and a

prefi.bricated roof. Alemara has suggested that the landowners be

notified of this intention and their approval given prior to

proceeding. Dr. Nabahat does not want to get landowners' approval

as she feels it may highlight the issue and create problems. She

states that if the owners object after the additions are
constructed, they will be told they are temporary and will be

removed when the lease is terminated. Engineer Talaat supports this
approach. This entire issue is difficult to evaluate. It would

appear that the change from conventional to prefabricated aluminum

design is a transparent attempt to rationalize the "temporary"
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aspect of the additions. Removing conventional masonry structure at
the termination of the lease would involve very little additional
work over that required to remove an aluminum structure, especially
when both would have permanent footings. In the U.S., the
determining factor between temporary and permanent construction is
usually the foundation. The decision has been made and should be
implemented after the legal problem is resolved.

3.5 Recommendations for Future Actions on MCH Clinic Construction

The problems should be approached on a systematic basis. The
following recommendations are intended to offer an identification of
the problems by project (MCH clinic) site, suggestions and
timetables for their resolution, and a program for isolating the
problem areas so that the remainder of the construction can proceed.

3.5.1 Construction on Private Property

This is a legal problem that directly affects 5 clinics (Manshiat El
Sadr, Al Zatoon, Badran, El Assal and Shoubra AwAl). By inference,
it affects 2 clinics (El Qalaa and Helwan Awal) and possibly the
remaining privately-owned clinics. There is a general opinion that
the additions are more likely to affect ownership than the ititernal
renovation. Dr. Nabahat states that their attorney has given them a
written legal opinion to the effect that MOH cpn remodel, make
additions to, and rehabilitate the rented properties, and that these
actions will not affect the lease. That legal opinion should be
immediately reviewed by USAID Legal staff. Inasmuch as the
contractors have already started the internal renovations, there
would seem to be no reason for them not to zontinue. The external
additicns should not be started until USAID legal staff have
reviewed this oninion and given their approval. If there is any
reason to belie a that the leases can be broken as a result of these
additions, there should be an immediate reassessment. Therefore, it
is most important that the MOH attorney's opi.ion be made available
to USAID at the earliest possible ti:..e. If this determination
cannot be made by 15 October 1982, these additions should be deleted
from the contracts.

3.5.2 Temporary Clinic Locations

This problem seems to have been resolved except at El
Fagaala and El Zawya El Hamra. This should be confirmed
and all MCH Clinic locations where this problem is
unresolved should be identified. I suggest that Alemara,
USAID and the Project Staff all be represented in a
committee to go to the zones and attempt to resolve the
problem with the "shack" location or to secure a place for
temporary operation of the clinic. If neither of those can
be accomplished by 15 October 1982, the clinic renovation
should be deleted from the contract and withheld for future
contracting until the question is absolutely resolved.
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3.5.3 Redesign of A,,ditions.

As stated elsewhere in this report, the decision to

redesign the additions to 5 of the rented properties in

aluminum has not been implemented. USAID engineers and

Alerara are now discusning this mitte!r with the objective

of deternining t'3e seo:e o: th 3 u,,an at, c,.ring .1
co in,:dl r,-c,-;--.(endation for Dr. ::Ai-ohat. -:-e, n.,igotiation

with the contractors3 s!houl proceed da2'" and be

concluded so that work can begin as soon as the legal

problem is resolved.

3.5.4 Building Permit at Ramlet Bulac

This construction has been suspended because a local

official is insisting that 140H have a building permit to

enclose a balcony. If this issue is not resolved by

15 October, "1 recoimend that the portion of the work

effected (i.e., the balcony) be de leted from the contract

and the contractor be instructed to proceed.

3.5.6 Iru-,ility of MI. to provide unrestricted access to all

clinics in a zone.

If the problems delineated above are resolve., ot actions taken to

remove prc'.':m areas from the contracts, the contractors will have

unrestricted access to the ren3ining work. Assuming t.. worst

situation, the contracts will be as follows:

Zone I Contract

Clinic Near Te-. - Action Contenn.ated Probable Work Ramaining

Ramlet-Bulaq Dole. :on of work to enclose balcony All work except balcony.

Bulaq Awal Deletion of exterior work a'iected All work except windod3

by billboards and entrancs.

El Musk/ Comrleton of ma)or redesign and All negotiated work.

negotiation with contractor

El Fagaala Wil be removed from contract if Deloted.

temporary oporatznq spare is not found

l Sabtia None All original contract
work.

This contract should not require amend.ont or renegotiation except for the El

Musky work.
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Zone 2 Contract

Clinic Near Term - Action Contemplatnd Probable Wotrk Fo.n ninn

El Zawya El Hamra None All work in original
contract.

Manshiet El Saclr Negotiate aluminum addition All original work except

pending legal opinion for additions.

El Amerya None All original work.

El Sharabia None All original work.

Zone 4 Cnntract

Clinic Near Term - Action Contemplated Probable Work Remaining

Matariah None All original work.

Al Zatoon Nego.iate aluminum addition All original work

pending l9gal opinion except for additions,

Ain Shams None All original work.

Zone 5 Contract

Clinic Near Term - Action Contemplated Probable Work Remaining

iadran Negotiate aluminum addition All original work

pending legal opinion except additions.

El Terra El Boulakia Deletion of clinic from contract None.

if -tructural problem not

resolved
Al Assal Negotiate aluminum addition All original work

pending legal opinion except additions.

Shoubra Awal Negotiate aluminum addition All original work

pending legal opinion except additions.
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3.5.8 Suggestions for Negotiations and Evaluating Clinic3

A3 indicated in the rli:;cunsions in paragrdph 3.5.1 thru

3.5.6 above there may be scme significant re-luctions in

three of the four conrtruction contracts. Particularly in

the contracts for zones 3, 4 and 5. These reductions nay

involve more-than 25% of the contract. If so, a new

negotiation must be made with these contractors in

compliance with the contract., Additionally there will be a

renegotiation on the aluminum additions in the contracts

for zones 3, 4 and 5 if we are to proceed iiith that work.

As stated in paragraph 3.2, there are undoubtedly some

pending claims for delays already encountered. The

contractors should be requested to state in writing whether

they intend to submit claims for delays up to this point.

The amount and justification for each claim should be

submitted for evaluation and negotiation. These matters

should be resolved and not left tu the end of the ontract.

3.5.9 Staffing Re-ommendations

3.5.9.1 The concept of having A and t connultanLs to advise

Dr. Nabahat (the Talaat Group) has not proved to be

r:oductive. The prinicipal reason ?-ems to be that their

Scope of *ock directly conflicts with the scope of work of

the design consultants. It is -'v opinion that the USAID

engineering staff should provide more assistance, and are

in a better position to recor.mend actions to assist the

implementation of the project- This increased involvement

is alzeady being implemented and should supplant the need*

for other engineering advisors. 7hereforo 1 recommend that

the position of A and E advis-r to Dr. Nabahat be

terminated. All vehicles, materials, reports or

information in Lheir possession from this contract should

be returned to the project. This change should be

implemented as soon as possible.

3.5.9.2 Alemara Company

This contract is about to expire. This company has

discharged their duties quite well, and is almost

inextricably involved with the project. My opinion in that

it would be a serious mistake not to renew their contract.

I recommend this be done without delay.

v4
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3.5.9.3 Additional Assistance for the Project

It is likely that in the near future, it %.ill be obvious

that the project will require an administrative position 
to

assist in keeping project records, monitoring routine

reports submtssions, and information gathering of a non

technical nature. The USAID project manager in

consultation with USAID engineering and the Project

Director may wish to consider this staff addition. I

suggest the decision be temporarily neld in abeyance and

considered after the new system has had a chance to

operate. (See attached proposed position description.)

4.0 Construction of General Urban Health Centcrs (GUHC's):

Eight GUHC's are to be constructed in the Cairo Area. DMJM/Kidde is

the design consultant. The preliminary design and report was

submitted in Marc4 1982 and was approved by MOH. There has been

some subsequent ha';ling over the amendment to the agreement

principally between USAID and DMJM/Kidde. The amendment has now

been approved by USAID (1 September 82) and an agreement has been

signed between DMJ1 and M'isr Engineers for local rrepara.ton of

working drawings (7 Sept 82) Misr now has months to prepare

working deawings. The principal delay during this period has been

caused by the USA1D/D:!M/,'Kidde disagreement.

5.0 Construction of the Center For Social aiad Preventive Medicine:

DMJM/Xilde was given instructions to proceed on prelimary 
design in

December 1981, And should have had their prelimLinary 
design cot.pletq

in 4 months (April 1982). They have been delincrJen on this work

but now the preliminat-r design has been approved (August 24, 1982).

There was soe delay caused becau3e the nrokierty survey was not

obtained by the GOE until February 1982. This still makes the

design 2 months late. Some of the delay must be placed with the

GOE; how.sver, most in the fault is of DMJM. DHJM expects to have

the preliminary design report complete in December 1982.

/
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Conclusions:

l.Alemara: Zhis company seems to be discharging its duties

very well. A proJect such as this (i.e.

remodeling) always requires a significant

involvement by the A & E during the construct

phase. There are many problems'and delays

besetting these projects, however very few of

*them originate with the A & E and none of the

major ones. There are some problems associated

with reports, however these do not inpact on the

critical path.
2. MON Consultant:

Advisor- Engr Talaat seems to be doing the work

described in his contract "scope of wok"

sati.sfactorily. His CV does not indicate much

background in the re,.,odeling of buildings and in

tact this seems to be his weakest area. It is

unfortunante that he hasn't been able to solve

any of the major problems and dela.'s. He also

seems 6o have cosiderable difficulty staying.

within the role of an advisor.
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Suggested
Scope of Work

Intermlediate Administrative Position

The incumbent will

1. Determine the administrative actions and 
their due dates described

in the various A & E contracts and monitor 
their completion; and note

any delinquencies and.provide the Executive 
Project Director with an

appropriate monthly listing.

2. Attend m6nthly progress meetings.

3. Note outstanding actions from monthly progress 
meetings and their

suspense dates; and keep regular records 
of their status for reporting

to the Executive.Project Director.

4. Assist in the coodination and follow-up of 
actions of other

agencies or governmental units which impinge 
on the Project.

5. Serve as a special projects officer to handle 
routine matters

associated with construction.

Qualifications: Incumbc:it should be a graduate of an accredited

engineering school; and should be familiar 
with the Project and the

procedures of the MOH. Incumbent should have at least 3 years

administrative experience, particularily 
in relation to an external

donor funded project.

(/



ANNEX E

Snecia Ev1iluation of tho
MC11 Urb.n lefaLth Cealiv!ry S. st.mn Proi'ct

Social Scinntist':t Report on Pro),!ct Activit~en in Cairo

Nawal EL Messiri Nadim, Ph.D.

1, Introduction

This report was initially meant to discuss 
the impact of the project on its

target groups. According to the project paper, the project is 
to "upgrade and

modify the existing maternal child health 
and family planning delivery

systems". The target group to be reached is women of child 
beating age and

children under 6 years of age.

In an initial meeting of the evaluation team, 
it was decided that at this

stage of the project, partly due to the delay 
in the renovation activities, it

is rather difficult to assess any impact of the 
project on the users, other

than the fact that they now receive services 
in crowded temporary facilities.

For purposes of evaluation at this phase of the project, therefore, the target

groups are considered to be the providers of 
the services at different levels

of the organizational structure. This report addresses four main issues which

are considered to constitute the core of the evaluation of services at this

particular phase:

A. The providers' !iews of the project

B. The extent to which awarenesA and understanding 
of the project's

objectives and i.plerntation plans are filtering 
down to personn%." At

various levels of the health services system.

C. The project's relation to the existing MOI organization at central,

governorate, zone, and facility levels.

D. The problems encountered by the providers as 
a consequence of the

temporary sta e of renovation and their impact 
on the project.

The information presented in this report is based on personal observations of

temporary ce-tars and centers under renovation 
and on interviews with the

following resource persons:

A. Officials in the project's central office

B. Officials at the Zone level of the Old Cairo 
Zone

C. Personnel of four MCH Centers: Maadi, Helwan 
Public Housing, Old Cairo

(all of which the project's Executive Director suggested 
to the

consultant), and Ramlet Boulaq (selected independently 
by the consultant)

D. The director and social worker of the project's pilot GUHC at Tora.



2. Social Ana,17s- ani -v.-,iiation

This report alms at ai351ting the project's managerial staff to achieve the

overall objective- of the project, by evaluating and assessing 
the present

situation.

The project piper outline3 four major components for upgrading the 
services in

the urban MC1l facilities of the 011:

1. Ir'proving . through reno'.'ating buildings will create better

working conditions wn-ch eventually will have an irpact on both

users and providers of service-.

2. Training and reeducation of providers is expected to improve their

perforvunce.

3. Improve and develop health servic s outreach and encourage coc~unity

participation.

4. Devise systems for providing data and information required 
to plan,

implement And evaluate deli:ery.

Those same components are followed in the remainder of this 
section c! the

Social Scientist's Report, followed by corments on lesson% 
learned in the use

of temporary facilities during renovation.

2.1 Renovation

Ine U1IDP txecutivo Director and her staff heavy emphasis on the inpact of

improving the pl.ySical structures of the buildings. Problems of const:ucti
o n,

relocation to temporaar; cen:ers, and t.e delay in con. tructon consumn a great

deal of their time and energy.

Delays in renovations are creating ncqativO repercussions on all aspects of

the project which in turn are filtering &r-. to all levels of prov.iers 
and ;.

the users of service. Furt*ieznoro, delays in renovations have becone,

sometimes unduly, the scape-goat !or any shortco--gs 
or defciences in the

different aspects of p.a. .-p rntat-on. For exa-plc, even 180: tgos i.'

outreach activit-es a:n ottrbutcd to rer.o.'atolons.

The project has its own conceptual fr~no for renovation which ins '.al studied

and planned. From the construction perspective, it is more practizl 
and

economical to seek standardization for renovation 
actlvitie5. Io.,,-er this

could result in leaving little room for varLations 
which are attiibuted to thu

social environment of each locality. Threo such variations in sociel

environments could be singled out.

- Centers located in public housing localit -es (seven centers).

- Centers located in traditional popular quarters.

M Centers located in peripheral areas.
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It has bezen noticed that r ,nti of p,.blic hoising arv aic oft,-n rough and
,haveq liJttl#- co,-c,;.n th .,,: z; ' ; t~' rlict't' r in t,,3. n;,- i... -.

buildings are known to be public pr.purty and accordingly everyone h,. the

liberty to u,-. and abuse them. External open areas could he easily

exploited. UnIor such conrition.; it is reconr.ended that the centers be

sheltered from the exploitation of the social environment. The center of

Ramlet Boulaq presents a striking example where there is a need for the

renovation prccess to issure the security of the providers. It becomies

essential to have a separate entrance and to avoid large agglomprati,.is of

clients inside the bui:aing by, for eamplc, orienting th(i pharmacy to the

outside.

In traditioral areas where neighbours have close knit ties, going to a clinic

is considered to be a social activity*.(FOOTOTE:*Check Evelyn Early's

disertation on MCH clinics in Boulaq.) Thus renovating the buildings on the

basis of waiting areas for the sick and othcLs might not always be acceptable

to the local people.

In the centers located in peri-urban areas, more room is needed for the

accommodation of "found" children. MCH centers in those areas receive more of

these "found" chil-dren. Parents who abando:, their children seek far and

secluded places.

These are examples of 4one of the problems I have noticed which prompt mq to

recommend that in the process of renovation a certdin amount of flexibility

needs to be applied. The best source for depicting the characteristics of

each locaiC y are the personnel of the units themselves.

2.2 TraxninTi of Pro.-:ders

Training pr1r;:xis for all conponents of *he project have beeni devised. In

general, t.aine..n appreciate the training courses. raitneos showed more

interest and invoulvem(.-nt in the technical courses rlat.d to their

specializat:on. However the idea of an interdisciplilna.7 approach to the

program has not filtured down to the trainee..

The general inpression one gets is that t;ne traine,,s ire not putting the

know.edge az:u.;rd to ,of.ectuse's. Ie.en* y thoy ar- pre~uned to be

storing thins infor-4t~on, "salting to put It into "racticte when t;i ronovatona

are conpleled and toy movu bick into ... pert..anont "ac lit e.. t is true

that certain aspects of the training could n)t be irplenented in the tegrporary

centers. However, tying the training that closely to the renovation raiseA

certain questions:

- Is it possible to undertake an effective training program without

renovation?

- How long could the traincen retain tr-. inform.ation without pricticing it?

- U.at will be the sit-jat.on if there are further delAys in renovations?

- Will there be a need for a refresher courses?
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though tra ncen' rsponae to the training are coliected before anti after

attending the courses, it is extremely iportant to have systematic

evaluation of the irpact and 
utilization of the training 

on the trainees even

before they move to their 
renovated centers.

2.3 Outreach and Conriunity 
Participation

Tools for implementing outreach 
activities, such as questionnaire 

formats for

midwives, taditionlal birth attendants and users characteristics 
have been

devised. However, outreach activities of midwives 
and assistant midw iv5 have

decreased in the temporary 
centers. Also, very few outreach activities 

are

undertaken by the social 
workers. A major outreach activity 

that is taking

place is that of locating host families for 
"found" children. The pilot GUHC

at Tora has experimentally 
done some health education 

outreach activities

through the health educator. 
These activities were hampered 

by delay in

arrival of health education 
materials and equipment such 

as projectors and

handouts.

It is recommended th'at outreach 
activities need not wait 

until the renovations

be complete; on the contrary, 
outreach activities need 

to be intensified at

this stage to make up fu 
the shortcomings of the 

temporary centers.

2.4 Data and Information 
Systems

Data compilation needed for 
planning, implementation 

and evaluation is not yet

established

pecording, storaqe and retrieval 
of data at the temporary 

.enters is next to

impossible due to shortage of space and facilities. 
This leads to losing

important information which could be used for planning and implementation.

For example, centers complain 
of loss of clients due to 

the renovation.

However not a single center 
could supply me with figures 

to support such an

argument.

Social workers and health 
ceucators keep records of 

the dates and numbers of

their home visits, and supervisore are supposed 
to check these records. No

monitoring or evaluation 
techniques have been devised 

to check the content of

the outreach activity or 
its effects on the commun'ty.

Similarly, techniques for 
evaluating the trainees' 

work In their ccnterd have

not been devised. The criteria for such 
evaluations need to be 

selected.

At the central level all components of 
the project are considered 

to be

equally inportantl there in a clear understanding 
that each component feeds

back into the others. It seerm, howe:er, that at this stage of implementation

uertain components receive 
more emphasis and attention 

Lhan the rest.

Ranovation rank's first and training ranks 
next, leaving outreach activities

and data corpilation witli 
minimum attention.

This ranking does not 
necescarily reflect priorities 

of the pro3ect but rather

reflects consumption of time and 
energy of officials at the central 

level@

-1



T.heoretically channels of corm unication are to flow from the central office of
the project to the zone and from there to the MCH centers.

Information about the project and its objectives is filtering down all levels,
but the various me'lsages are received differently 1y the different levels and
different centers. The reactions vary from enthu3iasm to indifference or
suspicion.

The project is the main and only job of the officials at the central office.
Their future carcer and reputation depends on its success, therefore they
exert every effort to make it successful.

Unlike the officials of the central office, the officials of the zone offices
have numerous other responsibilities besides the project. To them the project
means more work. They are responsible for implementing, supervising and
evaluating the project as part of their routire work. They are the least to
benefit financially from the project, though they are the ones who will be
finally responsible for maintaining and continuing the services in the
centers, especially after the end of the project. Given all these
circumstances, one could not expect them to be very enthusiastic about the
project.

Personnel of the centers are in an anbivalent situation. They feel that they
are the beneficiaries of the project, yet their power, future and reputation
depend both on their zone directors and on .e neighborhood they serv.. Zone
directors control distribution of positions and promotions, while the
neighborhoou supplies them with extra income -- through giving access to.
private patients.

Clinic staff members believe that the project will lead to better working
conditions, which they like, but it is still questionable whether the
improvements will lead to increase of income. Many of them are indifferent
and skeptical about the project.

2.5 ,essons Learned from the Renovation .n Use of Tempor.ry Facilities

- Time given to renovation should be realistic .nd fixed. Many problems
could have been elirunated if the renovations were completed in time.

- Temporary facilities do not necessarily mean inconvenient facilities and
inhuman conditions, which ulti:.itely have negative .mpacts on the MOH
and the project. Renovation without moving to temporary facilities also
provad to be inconvenient.

- Personnel of the centers should have more input in the renovation.

- Personnel of the centers often have certain intorests whi.ch are not
necessarily the beat for the project.

The Social environment should be accounted for in the renovation.

Before moving to temporar/ facilities an implementation plan should be
developed for the transistional period, including outreach activities.

-77,-
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3. Rjisuts of Interviews with Providers and Manaaer3 of Health Services

3.1R ie of Off ciiln in t-r! Urba~n !Ioilt!, Praj':ct'n C. ntri. Of fL w-

At the central office interviews and di3cussions were carried with Dr. Nabahat

Fouad (Executive Director), Dr. Eng. Ibrahim Karim (A & E Contractor),

Dr. Ensaf lanna (head of Training Pesearch & Development), and Mrs. Ikbal

Hanna (Head of Social Services).

There is consensus among this central office group that evaluation of the

impact of the project on the user3 and on the personnel of the MCII would be

premature at this tine. They believe thit the inpact of the project in -ery

much dependent on completion of the construction phase, and prior to that they

expect no changes in attitudes or services. On the contrary, during

renovation they expect to find deteriorated services and little enthusiasm,

due to the inconveniences of the physical settings of the temporary MCH

centers.

All project personnel at the central level are extremely enthusiastic about

the project. They feel that a great amount of thinking, research, planning

and energy, as wel*l as money, has been invested in the project. They balieve,

however, that the teaporary stage could have been smoother if the project had

provided large mobile centers to accommodate the services.

The A & E contractor and the executive director djfferenL.ate between

renovation and upgrading of MCH conters. "enovation could mean just Aleaning

and repairing the physical structures of the centers. Upgrading, in their

view, .involves a wider spectrum of activities. A & E Contractor Enginee-

Ibrahim Karim expressed enthusiastically that prior to reconstruction of the

centers many resource bodies and individuais were consulted. At one point a

com.-Uittee composed of representative- from USAID, Wetisinghouse, Project Staff,

and the MCII (Dr. Lutfy El Sayyad) discussed the flow, circulaticn and

interrelati~nsh p.5 of activities in the MC}! facilities and how to inporporate

them in the remodelling. (Note: There were about 20 sub-committees.)

In response to my qcpestion as to the involvement of the MCI personnel in the

planning of the remodelling, Dr. Yarim said that the communlcation was a

two-way process. After the above commit:ee set the conceptual frame for *he

remodelling, field staff (including directors of zooes and M:CIi centers, t. cial

workers, pharmacists, and dentists) wero given a chance to each discuss

specific problems related to their areas of speciali:atlon. Al%.o when the

remodelling plan for each center was put on paper they were again consulted

and the centers' directors were asked to sign the model plan.

Dr. Nabahat and Dr. Karim explained to me the logic and philosophy behind the

different concepts in the remodelling process, such as the separate flows of

rirculation of the sick and the healthy, utilization of waiting spaces,

interrelationships of activities, heating and cooling, and cleanliness and

sanitation. 6hen I asked if the personnel in MCII centers are aware of the

details and explanations given to me, I was told that the centers' personnel

are not aware of many of those details because it is beyond their inagination

to believe that such a change will take place. They have to sue it happennIng

and existing so as to believe it.
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Njrthc=ore, Dr. ;al.-Vat and Dr. Karim hi'1.frve that it is very difftcult to

pl ase the aerson*.xt t o ! h fcii . Dr. *rim rccorded on a video

tape the condition of the centers prior to the remodelling. He is ready to

show it to personnel who complain about the improvements of the centers
because h feels that "They are always jealous and suspicious of other

officials". Dr. Nabahat atributes this attitude to the salary scale. They

both doubt.d that the project will be fully successful if it is not

accompanied by an incentive system.

Development of the hu-an re:ources for upgrading services consists essentially

of training programmes.

The director of training, Dr. Ensaf Hanna, is full of enthusiasm for the

training programs. Training programs for all components of the project have

been devised. Dr. Ensaf sees the role of the central office in training to Lo

one of planning and program development. The officials in the central office

depend heavily on inputs from zone bfficials. The zone authorities have to

supply the central office with the number and specialization of personnel in

each level, to permit the central office to arrange and plan for the number of

workshops and the number of participants in each. Once this is established

the zone officials are to supply the central office with the names and job

titles of the selected participants.

The central office then conducts the training courses at central or zone

facilities. The central office considers itself responsible for evaluattrtg

the training prog-am through testing the level of knowledge (and skills?) of

the participants before the courseiand imm ediately after finishing. The

central office does not cor4uct any on-the-job evaluation of training

participants in the centers where they work. The Training Director feels that

this shoula be instead the responsibility of the zone officials, who should

play a more active role in supervising, conito-ing and evaluating the HCH

personnel. There is some informal follow up, by central office officials, of

personnel who attend-ed traning courses, but no materials and no formal or

systematic method vru on-t.ne-job evaluation has beetn developea by the cn:tral

office. There is a need, of which the central office staff is aware, to

develop criteria for evaluation of the trainees.

Dr. Insaf of the central office believes that the personnel of the MCI! have

profited from the training courses, that they have gained additional

knowledge, but that this knowledge is not yet internalized to allow it to come

out spontaneously. She thinks that this might be attributed to the fact that

the present physical setting does not encourage change and believes that once

the trainees move to the renovated centers they will utilize the information

they acquired from the training courses.

At the central office, the outreach component of the pro3ect is exemplified by

the plans of the Information, Education and Communication Unit. Those are

considered to be the do.ain of the social worker, who collaborates with the

training unit and attempts to provide them with relevant information needed

for the development of the training programs. For the purpose of the outreach

component, the following activities have been accomplished in the central

office.
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No interviewing formats have been developed t aazens the knowledge of
the midwives and the traditional birth attendants. (Very few cases have
been interviewed to date.) A third format was designed for the MCH
users*

Messages for breast feeding, environrmqntal sanitation, diarrheal diseases
and r.ihydration have been developed.

Programs for home visiting and pirticipation of comirnnity laders are
also developed as part of the outreach component.

Though Mrs. Ikbal mentioned that she works through the zone officials, she
herself took IECU Programs to each of the health centers of the project areas
and introduced the social workers of the centers to them so that they can use
them to provide service users and comunity members with health education.
Mrs. Ikbal feels that up to now social workers are not leading any group
discussions arid that if they do any health elucation at all it is on an
individual basis. Community partlcipation activities have taken place only in
the project pilot GUHC enter at Tora, because it is the only center which has
health educator.

3.2 Responses of Officials in the Zone of Old Cairo

Officials at the zone level believe that the project st-ff in the central
office are only responsible for planning, and that they at the zone level are
the ones who .,ist face the problems of .mplementatin. The major problem that
they are having is solving the inconveniences which resulted from the
teporary center-. As a consequence of crowing, the personnel of the &enters
are in a constant state of disacreenent - no on~e is satisfied - and rtany"
patient recc'-l are lost. !any Activities such as circumcision, inpatient
clinics and IUD insertion have been disrupted due to shortage of space.
Storage of fcod and medicine has become problematic. Centers which were moved
to tempora-, locations far from th2 original faciltties now st'rve 'ewer
clients. It took even those clients some time to find he new centers.

Officials interviewed in the zone do not think ,ery highly of the
effectiveness of the training programs. The technical training will not help
the participants finco.cially, and the training for administration is not
necessarily useful. The training is not usu:ul or applicable after the
training course is coplcted. The following statement was made by the Old
Cairo Zone's Directc. of MCH: 'No matter how many training courses are given,
how do you expect to change the personnel's performance when you are
overburdening them with extra work such as filling out questionnaires and at
the same time giving them no incentives or extra salary?*

The :one's MCH Director also feels that the MCH personnel are the least
privileged officials in the MOl1 because they do not have the fin.incial
advantages of offering *econcmic treAt:,!nt". (Dr. Na-.at inor->d ne that
the project is considering the possibilit 7 of initiating =ecornn:c treate=nt*
in the MCH centers, but zone personnel do not know this.) MCH centers suffer
from shortages of staff because they do not have access to incentives (as do
for example, hospital personnel). A7



Officials of the zones are recponsible for nominating participants for
in-country and out-of-country training programs. Change of personnel in the
centers is a major obstacle in that area of training. Many of the medical
doctors who had been trained for the project have now left the project
centers, and many of the present staff know little about the project.

3.3 Renponsas of MCH Personnel

Four HCH Centers were visited. The Maadi, Helwan, and Old Cairo Centers,
visited at the direction of the project's executive director, are located in
neighborhoods atyp.cal of those served by the MOlH facilities, because they
have relatively higher incomes. The fourth center, Ramlet Doulaq, is located
in neighborhood more typical of MOH facilities found in public housing, and
the situations, fruitrations, and problems noted by the center's director are
probably more typical of those faced in such centers.

3.3.1 Maadi Center

The Maadi Center which is presently undergoing remodelling is a villa located
on an elegant and fairly quiet street. The temporary center is four or five
streets away. Because the director of the center was concerned that the
clients find their way to the temporary location, a poster indicating the
address of the temporary location was left on the sate of the permanent Maadi
Center. Furthernore, the director of the center assigned one of the Male
atte..dants to remain at the rencvation site tu direet the clients to the new
location. In spi'i of these measures, the director noticed a drop in .'.a
number of clients after moving to the temporarl center.

The personnel of the Maadi -enter as a group discussed wi.th me the problem of
space in the temporary center. At the temporary location, two roons must
accomnodato 24 staff members and the clients. One room is used by the medical
doctors, the pharmacist and the social worker. The other room is used by t:.o
nurses, assistant midwtvcs, and attendants during the day. In the evenings
the assistant midwives of the night shift use it 6o sleep and to receive
emergency cases until they are transferred to t:ie hospital. "Found"
(abandoned) children .'ro placed sonewhere in the two :oons until a host family
receives them. The corridor and the antranc, are used for zeeting clients,
insertion of IUDS, examination of the sick, and distribution of druqs and
foods. The director of the center feels that this crowded condition did
affect the number of clients cooing to the center.

:& a consequence of shortage of space, no inpatlents are received for
deliveries in the temporary center. All cases in labor are referred to the
hospitals. This also reduces the number of clients.

The temporary center does not have access to a car to take the assistant
midwives into the coccmunity for home deliveries. The director of the center
says that there has been a reduction in the nunber of births delivered through
the center. Midwives and assistant midwives have been accepting and engaging
personally in deliveries at clients' nozes, for =oney. In the tenporary
center, health education and kitchen doeonstrations have stopped corpletoly.



The outreach activities of the social worker are limited to finding nursing

mothers and finding host families for the found children.

The medical personnel of M adi center believe that the renovation will lead to

better service. However the director of the center conside2rs that real change

in performance is feanible only if the director has the power of punishment

and reward. T:e personnel believe th.-t incentivez are important, but that

even without them the renovations will lead to changes in services.

Medical personnel think that the training courses were useful, though some of

them were repetitio-is (e.g. rehydration) both within courses and from one

course to another. The director of the center believes that the courses given

to the nursing staff raised their level of knowledge but not their performance

and that without her strict supervision they do not practice what they were

taught.

The director of the center accompanied me to the construction area. We went

through all the rooms and she pointed at what she considers to be weaknesses

in the plan. She was very much opposed to having the dentist's rqom on the

second floor, especially in the absence of a waiting area on that floor. She

expressed her fear that dental clients will sit on the stairs and hinder the

movement of the other clients. The director also doubts the durability of the

wooden stairs under heavy use. She asked me to convey h-r remarks to the

central office of the projeeot. She feels that she is more aware of the daily

problems of taie center and should have b..en consulted about the remodeling of

the center. (I was informed latter by Dr. Karim that the second floor has a

large waiting room. The director of the center considers this rocm to :e her

office.)

3.3.2 !:-lwan Public Housing Center

The Helwan Center whi-h is undergoing construction is a one-story building

with an open space surrounding it. It is located in the market area of the

public housing. Due to renovation this MCIH center i, hosted in the building

of the Medi,:,. Center of flelwan which is locatec in the midst of the public

housin', but three kilometers away fron the Hlelwaa Center.

First I met the director of the host center. I asked him if the presence of

the temporary center is creating any problems for his center. tio iaid that

two rooms of his spacious center have been assigned to the tempo:ary center.

They have their own entrance, and the temporary center has little impact on

the services of the host center. I visited the area allocated to the

temporary center. 7he two rooms had at least 100 wonen and children crowded

into them. Many services were simultaneously going on, and choleri

vaccinations were adainistered on the stair-case. Pregnant mothers were

waiting for their monthly check up. Sick children were being examined, and

someone, somewhere, was hanuing out iqdicLnas to the clients.

1
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In spite of the cr. ,', the !-irector )f thoe center b.oing remodelled know: that

he lost ' of " :' to t-.(! rvnovtion. h:er, he i3 very happy

with the new center but does3 not know why he can not yet move to it. He

showed me the condition of .tored furniture of the center. lie thinks that the

furniture i3 now not good ,:nougJh to be repaired, but project officials say

that it has to be repaired and us.ed. The doctor feels that it will take

months to repair it and that even then it will be no good. He feels very

depressed and fruntra ,ed because he knows that his center is almost ready but

that the problem of t e furnLture will farth er delay his moving. He a.ked me

to carry his rectue.-t to Dr. .ibahat because he finds it very difficult to

arrange meetings with her.

Like the director of the Maadi Center, the director of the Halwan Center is

also disatisfied with the location of the dentist's room. He says that this

room is the onlj one that has a window overlooking the open space in front of

the building. This room could be used as a pharmacy so as to avoid the

crowding of the pharmacy clients inside the building.

3.3.3. Old Ceiro Center

Like the two previous centers, this center also suffers from shortage of space

in the teporary center. 'n this center I had the o1eportunity to speak to the

social worker. She has a very clear understanding of the objectives of the

project. Vie said that the renovation aims at improving the services; is

not only painting and improving the physical structure, but also making the

services more accessible to the users and che jobs more pleasing for the

providers. The organi:ation of the clients and tneir circulation in and out

of the center will also create a more relaxing atmosphere.

The social worker also feels that the training progra..as would definitely help

the -orkers i-prove their performance. She benefited a lot from the taining

progra.m.s. Courses on contu.ious diseases, vaccination, and sterilization were

very useful to her, esp.cially when doing hone visiting and during the health

education sessions that she gives to the clients. There was nne tral.-.nq

course which she did not profit a lot from: that was the course which social

workers shared with the assistant midwives. In this course there was detailed

information about the midwifery kit, the preparation of the labor room, and

similar issues which where rather irre*evant to the social workers. She ailso

felt that the assistant madw-ves attending the training were not serious*, and

she doubts that they benefited from the program.

At one point the social worker and other members of clinic were consulted

about the remodeling of the center but they have noticed very little change to

date.

h social wo:ker felt that the users do not know much about the pr-;ect, and

she has not b-ien doing an7 outreach activitles. However she '.es sc.e health

education to the waiting clients, based on ideas sne has acquired during the

training programs. She never received any systemtic lectures. She develops

her own speecihas. S .- usec to perfor these act' vities =ore reguiar.- at the

original center.

Best Ava ' abe Docu1cnt
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The director of the center was very pessimistic about the project. She said
that she knows nothing 1i*c.1ut the pro,:ct and t .%,refore cannot predict whether
the renovation w.. :ov- the scr':.,3 or no:. She was furious that she
still does not know wh.3n the renovation will be completed. She is alao angry
because she feels that all oi the remarks and ideas that she gave to the
project about the remodeling were never taken into consideration.

3.3.4. Ramlet Boulag Center

At this center I was able to interview the director, the social worker, the
pharmacist, the clerk, one of the assistant midwives, and the messenger.

The permanent facility of the MC|[ Center of Ranlet Boulaq occupies tha first
floor of three adjacent buildings of the public housing of Ramlet Boulaq. The
neighborhood and the whole environment is a very poor one. The temporary
center occupies a two room apartment for the clinic and another similar
apartment for the residence of night shift assistant midwives. The temporary
center is facing the main center.

The renovation in this center is still. at a very early stage. The
construction did start, but nothing has been happening for months and the
apartments are deserted and used by street peddlers and passers-by as a
resting place.

The knowledge and views of the me3senger, th- clerk, and the assistant-midwife
about the project are summarized in two points. Cne is that the Americans
will renovat the center to make it similar to .i erican health centers.
Second; the renovated center will have "economic treatment". They expressed
that this is what they heard about the pro-.! and consider it to be a dream
that might not come true.

The social worker said that the project aims at extending the services so that
the clients will not neel to qo out of the district for health servic-s. The
project will also give the clients new cards on which they could follow the
health status of their children. ='arthe.-orp, the waiting area will have
chairs which will be rir:od with different colors; those coming to the dentist
will use certain chairs, pregnant mothers use other chairs, etc. The social
%orker got most of her information from the T.V. program that Dr. Nabahat
broadcast recently.

The social worker a ttended three training progra-.s wdh.ich she thinks will be
useful to her if aihe ch-lngos her sFec.lty. For exarple, t.e program on
school health education would be of value to her if she decides to leavo the
MCI and work as a social worker in school health education.

The social worker mentioned that she is not giving the users any infor-ation
about the project because she hersalf dow.n not have a co-p!ete p~rt.ue about
the project. She does not even know when the renovation w-l be conp.ete.

The clerk is responsible for the stores and the records of the center. Both
the records and the fur-niture and ofnt o: the :en.er ,'v"o beer. itored
Somewhere i;; Mantal. Te clerk doos not know what hapPened to these ite-s in
the process of moving tnem, nor does she know tho condi-tion that tny are in
now. In spite of that, teo bureaucr,%cy requ.res tnat .:', .,lly she pr--nt to
the zone a list of the itea in her possession. Ti.. situation in scaring her.
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The director of t.e ce;:er is very pessi4mistic about the project. lie thinks
it is a W, =te of t:nc. "Plinner. of the .r'D :. !re t..: n7 . the f.-..rth
floor in an ivory tow'r t".,.y h.ve,., never lived the problems that we are facing
in Boulaq. Do they know that we are living in the middle of narcotic dealers
and thieves? Do they know that evt.-'ything in the ccnter was robbed and the
next day everything was returned? Do they know that one of the 'found'
children was stolen from the center? Do they know that I cannot keep alcohol

in the center? Do they know that one of the peddlers uses the center et night
to sleep in and I cannf'_ object? Thsce are my problems. In3tead of helping

me find solutions for th'm, Dr. ":Wahat says that the project Is going to
install "L. cico" bathrooms in the center and the :enter will have one entrance
for the healthy and another for the sick."

Given this physical and social environment of the Boulaq center, the director
feels that it has been totally erroneous to renovate the center, which
occupies apartments in the public housing. He ;.as no control over the

neighbors. Even if the place is renovated he cannot stop the neighbors from
throwing garbage on his center, nor could he control the water leakage from
the upper floors. The doctor thinks that the best solution would have been to
construct a new center with a separate entrance. Barring that, the director
had suggested that tc project renovations install a separate rear entrance to
the center, to diminish conflicts with the inhabitants of the public housing
in which it is located. (This is a jor problem, which has led to popular
expulsion of MCH centers from other government-owne publi.. housing
facilities, as was the case at the 4CH center in the public housing faLility
at El Asial visited by other members of the evaluation team.) His suggestion
was ignored, which leads the director to be even more pessimistic about the
center's future acceptance by the cor-nunity and renders hn furious.

The director, in sur.ary, feels that u..der prenent plans three months after
the renovatins -ere conpleted no one would notice the changes anymore.

To improve the performance and the service in this center, the director feels
that he shculd be given more power over the staff. At present he feels that
most of the present staff hase formed expt.:tative re!lationships with the
counity and that th,y aell thei.r so-vices. fie wants to have the power to
change the staff an4 to recruit new me..bers and give them incentives so as to
perform thr ir ;obs hontjtly and well.

The director of the Boulaq MCH Contor foinrd t-e training courses.on
nedical-technical aspects of the centers do.l to be use.ful, was interested in

them, and attended them regularly. Otner courses, such as those on
administration and work problems, were irrelevant because they never prosentod
solutions to the problems.

3.4 RAsponses of providers at the Tora GUIIC

Tora GUHC

Tore Center is the project's pilot de.onttration center. It iS located in a
les den,,ly p)pulated area. Te center it.tolf i% spac'oux and allows for
potential innovatLons which could be difficult to replicate in other in other
centers having less room and rv.ngJ lar;n:- poj:Ul4t-On3.

Best Avalicklk Dccmenl
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Personnel of the center ful that the renovation has been extremely

inconvencent. They kuep moving their office3, papers and equipment fron one

section of the building to another. The construction dust and materials are

messing the whole place. It is very difficult to clean the place.

The acting director of the center believes that the training courses on the
whole wqre useful, esp.:ciaily thori related to ecrguncLes and 5tCrili~ation

Training related to strengthening managerial and adrsinistrative capabilities
on the other hand, is difficult to grasp without practical impleentation on
the centers' files, which is not feasible at this stage.

Of all the facilities in the project, Tora is the only one which has a health

educator. The health educator tried to have several meetings with community

leaders. It was possible for him to accomplish this lst because he is a

resident of Tora and wao brought up in the area. He organized monthly

meetings. One meeting was on Rat control and others were on sanitation in

general. He promised connunity members that he would show them films but. was
not supplied with fil or projection equipments. In every meeting he kept
promising the residents improvenents in services as a consequence of the

renovation. Now it is embarrassing for him to undertak6 such meetings#

because the promised in-provements have not occurred.

V'
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Urban ?l.ti (.i:.:r7 3i. :J ProyCt

Ministry of Hlealth

"" to: DU AE

1. Extend Alervira contract 
11 Oct. 82

2. Officially assign counter-
parts to Westinghouse
equipment specialist 

20 Oct. 82

3. Review plans/budget require-

ments to extend services and

training to the North and East

Zones 
24 Oct. 82

4. Complete action on Continu-

ation ECTOR Asisi:ztancc 
25 Oct. 82

5. Establish procedures/schedule
for monthly 4oint Cairo/

Alexar., ria .eetings 1 Nov. 82

6. Establi. h and fill inter-
nediate pos .tin for non-

technical zupport to the

Executive Proet Director

on renovation/construct'on 
. NOV. 8-

7. Reorganizo UHiSP Cantral

Office -construction/ronov"
novation 

7 .ov. 82

8. Establish prn-cclures for basic
planning, tr~cking andi =,inagn.-ent-

tools. Determ-ne requirement/timinq

for EgTptian and/or ex-

patriate planner 
15Nov82

9. Complete review of MCH
equipment requirements and

initiate procurement 
20 Nov. 82

10. Hold first Cairo/Alex
joint mentng I Dec 92

11. MOll recertify the avail-

abIlit7 of fall time staff

for A-ex 1 Doc. 02
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12. R.t' .'an =c Cig .!nz.ral

Off:c:- ' ' 3! Doec. 82

13. Finalize and begin ,3.i nq track-
ing anti mana,:enri tf,)I.S for UHDSP
office, includin'g hiring of

planner a3 neodt.d 31 Dec. 82

14. Finalize irplenn'n.atnn plan,
ta'<ing int.o con-, in'ln t.he

oval'fetioh report n(:ng onpo-

cially in reference to service
improvements 31 Dec. 82

15. Complete r.ceasary initial
review of GUHC equipment
requirements; initiate out
of country procurement for
those items that can be
identified be-ore design work
completed 31 Dec. 82

16. Begin three-'wee& Special
Evalu'tion of the CSP.l 11 Jan. 82

17. Complete detailed action
plan for Alex 17 Jan. 83

18. Develop plani for state
(unct~~.i. iuring the rono-
vation pha-,! in Alox '31 Jan 83

Best Ava-&.'le Document
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USA:D

Ronpnnnibe tnt DUE DATE

1. Ie In DRP3 (EngincernIq) direct

involvement in reno-.tion/construction

in coordination with UIIDP 3tat( 4 Oct 82

2. Send letter to UHDP to extend Alet-ara contract 7 Oct 82

3. Forward letter to LIMDSP requesting thit all

external work on MCHs cease and requesting

legal back-up for this work and internal

work in privately owned buildings 7 Oct. 92

I. Forward letter to Alix UIIDSP requeating legal

documents for AID certification that rmihc;:ation

work can proceud unhinuered in leased buildings (4) 10 Oct. '82

5. Send letter to Alex UI)SP Director

requesting cor.nents on staffing

(lack of "full time," and anticipated needs 17 Oct 82

6. Forward Ev/aluation Report to the MOH I Nov. 82

7. Pnview And take nec-,,:,ary action on

extendln' -:' '.vIt:es to the North and

East Zones 7 Nov. 82

8. Send let.ur to UIIDSP on organi-zation,

requosting ccmont3 8 Nov 82

9. Review A' o-x .. nt' and preparo and

forward PL .f noc,'. °r stating AID's

position that no .n :unds will

be released until a=.;urancoi are received

receivod that "full ti-e", staff Is

available per P.A. 10 Nov. 82

10. Review reorganization comments by UHDSP

and prepare PIL for implementation 23 Nov. Oa



AN ;Ex G

ot.t. for T.m ':tin t'r.'? Center for Social and
P.,vt~v,, :i..4'-.'e in J,vintirv 1183, fron the

Senptc-.'er 1.'82 Sr,:cial Evaluation Tein

The C.*''e: 3 )c. -".:.'t.on v:d Ict.vItIe Thould he di:'ected clearly

toward .ccn.p 'eat of tne "ated objectives of the CSPM and those

of th, IJDP. Examples of sont' :.cans; o! promotLnq this include:

Active involvement of MO1 officials in the CSPM's planning,
management, and operations (including teaching).

Active participatio6 of Cairo University officials of the CSPM

in MOHt facility operations as on-site ,:cnsultants in medical

and technical areas.

Joint XO}'/Cairo University appointnents for MOI| and university

personnel involved in CSPM activiti:s.

Imediate actions to Assure that the CSPM will be able to open

.. nd inplement, with full Cairo University-MCI! collaboration, a

full and *jppr,)-,riate :rogran of training, scevice, and (to a.

lesser zxtont) research activit.e ..

Duvwzopr.enL of t:'.e *UI:C at the CSPI (a "codel" GUC, as the

*. i'; -. ' zee .. '-4~';n the re3airce constraintz and
............ ". othr C I!C. of tne :16H --us tperatu,

Sharing (t'.o-'-ay) of !:xperie~ice and inforimition with other

related .qra, actV.t:IeJ, and projqcts (v.g., SC J/FCM, DDC,

Absiut 11.1, .- or A:D-supported oroJectn, 1110, .3tc.).

Best A"'".VC:Al


